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Where will disc golf be in the 21st
century? The turn of the next
millennium is only eight years
away...wow! It's kind of exciting to
think about. And knowing the
demographics of our readership,
practically all of you will get to
experience this momentous occasion.
Disc golf will be there, that's for sure,
but the extent of disc golfs growth then
will be determined by the kind of efibrts
all of us are makingnow.

There is quite a bit of disc golf
promotion going on around the country
at thistime. Some ideas are better than
others. I don’t know if trying to make
thepurses hugoffor a few tournaments is
going to necessarilymake the sport grow
the way we all want it to. Don’t get me
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wrong. Players like Ken Climo, Geoff
Lissainan,‘ Steve Valencia, Dan
Ginnelly, Jdin Ahart, and Elaine King
deserve ev _

penny they earn. They
are profess nal athletes and it's great
that they and many others are making
some decent money.

But, you know what is really
frustrating? Every day I have to tell
people what disc golf is, what the PDGA
is, and what Disc Golf Journal is all
about. I do enjoy giving directions to the
local course and explaining these things,
but it can be exasperating at times to
realize the number of people that are
totally ignorant of our favorite
recreational pastime. And how many
people do you think know who Ken
Clinic is? Three or four thousand? Here

is a young man in his early twenties
that is probably the greatest disc golfer
alive, and yet so few people on the street
would recognize his name.

This is why our promotional efforts
need to focus on bringing new people
into the game. Things like The World’s
Biggest Disc Golf Tournament are
wonderful because the whole idea is
grassroots—bring three people out who
have never played before. Anythingyou
can do to make people aware of disc
golfs existence is a step in the right
direction.

There are so many promotional ideas
that create awareness of disc golf in
people’s minds. Here’s a simple thing
you can do that takes no effort. Wear
disc golf clothing in high traffic areas.

You become a walking billboardfor the
sport! I really took advantage of this
while my wife and I were vacationingin
Disney World thispast February. I wore
myifavorite Washington Park t-shirt
from Indianapolis and my Can-Am
Series cap. Only two people actually
inquired about the t-shirt, but
thousandsof people at least saw it. The
two words “disc golf” will be stored in
their subconscious, and when the day
comes when they are introduced to the
sport, they may say, “I saw something
about this somewhere." You’1l
immediately say, “Oh, you must have
seen Tom’s t-shirt at Disney World."

Tom Schlueter, Publisher



Tom, Great issue! I liked what Duke had
to say about the politics of the sport. I
thinkit gets in the way of promoting disc
golf. Keep up the good work, and let me
know if I can ever help.

Rick Neil
Tulsa, OK

Dear Tom and all of you at Disc Golf
Journal, yours is my favorite. Seems you
have more depth. I’m trying to get a few of
my friends to subscribe along with
me...hopefully soon. We're a small group
around here but growing rapidly. It really
inspires the beginners when they read
their name in newsletters. And Lord
knows, we need inspiration!

Steven Wright
Riddle, OR

Ladies and gentlemen of the Journal, in
true serendipitious fashion, your
publication fell into my hands the other
weekend. My only other encounter to date
with a periodical devoted exclusively to
disc golf was Disc Golf World News.
Though it was good to read something
about the sport thatconsumes much of my
spare time, I considered the scalding
opening editorial about the PDGA a less
than ideal way to recruit new people to a
sport that has tremendous potential. To
me, your magazine epitomizes the
atmosphere and camaraderie generated
while enjoying disc golf. Immediately I
was drawn by the stories that spoke to me
as a friend and fellow golfer, and the
diversity of copy provided.

Now the reason I write. My luck
applies to several areas from your
December/January ‘92 and
February/Mard: ‘92 editions. The timing
of Doug Aulick’s articles for running a
tournament was perfect. The information
will be of great value to us. The piece on

' ’ was also of particular
interest since the majority of the Seven
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Oaks Disc Association are amateurs
ourselves. Thank you for a wonderful
journal.

Scott Eckert
Nashville,TN

Dear Tom, I hasten to congratulate you on
a truly fine issue #4. I especially enjoyed
John PoweIl’s article on “Flying Disc
Demonstration and Instruction.” I also
liked Sam Ferrans’ article on La Mirada.
Please keep up thegood work.

James G. Anderson
Vancouver,B.C.

Dear DGJ, My name is Rivers Sherrod.
I’m 14 years old, and have been playing
disc golf for almost four years. I feel like
your magazine is the best on the market,
but there is one thing I thinkyou should
add. An article in each issue, somewhat
like the ‘Pro Close-up” or “Amateur
Corner” on juniors should be added. I’m
sure that the future of disc golf would be
grateful.

Rivers Sherrod
Mobile,AL

Dear Editor: Recently one of our group had
taken upon himselfto contacts local park
in regards to putting in a course. He
showed them the literature package and
theywere set to say “let’s go for it,’ but the
only thingthatstopped them was that the
info was outdated. And the info he got was
from none other than the D.G.A. The info
for basket prices was pre-1989 and the
recommendation letters were all pre-1988.
Because of this we have lost the potential
for anotherpark.

Can't the D.G.A. do better than this?
Our man left the park department with a
lot less credibilitythanhe started with,not
to mention they have a little less respect
for disc golf as a whole. Who can you get
good info from other than these
incompetent people? Times are hard
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enough for our local parks with budget
cuts that they will only listen if you
present a good case. Let's all get on the
ass of the D.G.A. and those who say they
promote but can't give us reliable
information. We can't have this kind of
thing and still get support. Submitted by
one angry club president,

Karl Hellwig
Grand Rapids, MI

Karl, thankyou for using us as a vehiclefor
your frustration! We find it ironic that in
this issue one will find an advertisement
for the D.G.A. course sales kit. You will
find the phone number there and we
stronglyencourageyou to call Ed Headriclz
and his staff to discuss your frustrations.
Believe us, they want you to get a course
installedjust as much asyou do!

Dear Tom: As always, I enjoyed reading
your last issue, and look forward to the
next one. Disc golfneeds people like you to
bring more awareness to the sport. Your
hard work on your magazine is deeply
appreciated by all of us in the disc golf
community. I’m constantly showing new
players the articles on other beginners to
get them more enthusedand to play in the
local tournaments.

There are probably thousandsof people
out there who play, but don't thinkthey
are good enough for a tournament. This is
partially due to people staying in a division
too long, “sand bagging”. The amateur
division should be strictly for beginners in
their first or second tournament. If a
person wins, he or she should move up.
This would bring more new players into
tournaments, and in return bring more
new sponsorship, which means bigger
purses, better prizes, and most important,
recognition of our sport with people we
might not have reached in other ways. We
all know what can do.

I’m glad you could make it to
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Clearwater for the last leg of the Triple
Crown. I enjoyed talking to you about
some of the thingsgoing on with our great
sport. It’s a shame to see controversy
between the PDGA and Duane Utech. I
wish everythingwould get resolved, so
they could put that energy and time into
somethingpositive rather than negative.
We need to work together,our sport is at a
crucial time in its life.

Here in Florida we are working on
getting more courses, but as everyone
knows, it's not so easy. The Florida Disc
Golf Association is getting bigger, and
hopefully if the parks departments see the
increase in the number of people getting
involved, they will be willingto work with
us. Tom, time to go hit some putts in the
yard. See you soon!!

Nick Sartori
Tampa, FL

Dear DGJ: Let me express my pleasure
with the ad that appeared in last month's
Disc Golf Journal. I was particularly
pleased that it was placed opposite the
article on running tournaments and the
use of promotional items. We hope thatthe
growth and success of Disc Golf Journal
will be able to aid in the same for Prime
Time Promotions. We wish you the best of
luck in this young frontier of flyingdisc
sports.

Bud Hearne
PrimeTime Promotions

Alexandria,VA

Disc Golf Journal welcomes all questions
and comments. Letters should include the
name, address and phone number of the
writer and be adressed to:

Disc GolfJournal
1801 Richardson Drive #6

Urbana, IL61801
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14thAnnual BUD LIGHT
Wintertime Open

by MarkHorn,
TournamentDirector

Saturday dawned dark and dreary,
the sky filledwithclouds promising to
deliver the torrential rains predicted.
By the time the first round was
underway, the rain was dropping in
buckets. The group at Veterans’ Park
in Sylmar was greeted with freezing
rain and a flooded course. In spite of
the weather, perennial greats John
Ahart and Geoff Lissaman scored 47
and 50 on the hillycourse. Only
fourteen players managed to break
par during thefirst round.

Meanwhile the Oak Grove players
were having problems of their own.
Rain was turning the course into a
series of rivers and lakes, and the cold
weather was also making it difficult
for the players to feel theirdiscs. Best
score on this short course was a nine-
under by Jim Oates.

The players changed courses for
the second round. The weather
cleared dramatically,with little wind
and even an occasional ray of
sunshine. Seventeen of the thirty
open players broke par. At Oak
Grove, Geoff Lissaman demonstrated
total command of the short course,
shooting a 16-under, including a
string of ten straight deuces to start
his round. Geoffs brotherJohnny was
second with a nine-under. Geoff
finished the day at 88 with Ahart,
Aguilera,and Oates at 94.

Round three on Sunday dawned
cloudy again, but no rain fell. Players
were at Oak Grove’s long course this
time, and only eleven players were
able to break par, with Geoff leading
the pack with a 52. Ahart also shot a
52 to hang onto second, and Aguileraa
53 for third.

The final nine holes started with
all three players even. But Lissaman
was not to be denied. He took a one-
stroke lead on the first safari-type
hole. He lost a stroke on the next
hole, and from there until the seventh
hole, he and Ahart played even with
Aguilerafallingbehindby two.

Ahart had a bad bounce off a rock
on his approach to the basket on #7,
and his disc rolled about 50 feet from
the pin, allowing Lissaman to regain
the lead. On #9, Lissaman pulled his
tee shot about 40 feet from the pin.
Ahart’s shot was only 15 feet away,
setting up a possible sudden death
playoff. Lissaman’s putt just missed,
glancing off the chains. Ahart’s putt
was on line, but caught the top of the
basket. Lissaman had managed to
win the 14th Annual BUD LIGHT
Wintertime Open for the third time
and the second year in a row.

In the Masters’ division, Kevin
Rounds of San Diego shot three very
good rounds, managingto break par at
both courses during Saturday’s rain.
On Sunday, he shot a 56 to hold off
perennial great Snapper Pierson to
win by three strokes.

The Grandmasterdivision had only
three competitors braving the
weather. Jim McDowell put the other
two farther behind each round and
ended up with a nine stroke victory.

The Senior Grandmasters had four
players. The battle between Paul
Harris and Ralph Williamson is
legendary among the SGM’s. This
tournament was no exception. Paul
and Ralph were never more than one
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stroke apart and ended up tied after
three rounds. After three holes of
sudden death, Paul finally pulled out
thevictory.

In the six player Women’s division,
Tita Martinez came from fourth
position after two rounds to win by a
stroke over Amye Rosenthal. It was
Tita’s second consecutive victory in
the Wintertime and 6th or 7th since
thetoumament’s inception.

Out of 48 Amateurs, local Dan
Vanda won by a stroke over Scott
Campbell. Dennis Granada and Osha
Mishan tied for the thirdspot. For the
Juniors, Steven Rico won the 12-15
year old division, with Christopher
Horn taking the victory for the under
12’s. Aimee Reiner was champ in the
Junior Women’s.

Over $7000 was paid out in thegolf
portion of the Wintertime Open.
Thanks to all the sponsors: BUD
LIGHT, Wham-O, lnnova-Champion
Discs, and Casablanca Fan Company.
Also, thanks to all the players who
keep coming out, rain or shine. Every
year, players seem to come out of the
woodwork and offer to help. This
makes running the event particularly
pleasurable for me.

1992 FloridaTripleCrown Series
by Rob Schmoll

On February 15th while many of you
were putting another log on the fire, we
in Orlando were putting another disc
into the chains. We were accompanied
by many who chose not to brave the
frozen tundra of the Great White North,
but instead travelled to warm and sunny
Florida for our
5th Annual
Triple Crown
Series.

From the
outset, this was

promising to be
one of the best
installments
ever. With added
sponsorships,
many extra-

..

curricular ‘
”

activities, and 9- -f '

the best winter
weather in the
c o u n t r y , t h e
stage was set.
The 9-day
v a c a t i o n

p a c k a g e
(February 15-24) enabled entrants to fill
in a nice vacation between the two-day
tournaments. On the West Coast, one
could visit the scenic white sands of
Clearwater Beach. On the East Coast,
the Spring Break beaches of Cocoa and
Daytona were kicking into high gear.
Right in the center of it all is the tourist
capital of the United States, Orlando.
With Walt Disney World, Universal
Studios, and a multitude of other
attraction, one could easily stretch this
into a 14-day vacationexperience.

This super series began on Friday the
14th with a “luck of the draw” best shot
game at Orlando’s Barnett Park. That
night, a fly mart was set up at the host
hotel. Golfers were greeted Saturday by
a calm, beautifulmorning with sun
forecast and temps in the 70’s. The
tournament format included short tee
pads in the mornings and long tees in
the afternoon. Pin placements were
moved after the second round to change
the course for Sunday’s competition.
Later, local Am Don Gailey hosted a
tournament party with a cook-out, pool
table, ping pong, and darts.

Scores after the first day were

predictable, except for last year's
champion Ken Climo. Climo never
assumed the lead but always stayed
within striking distance of first place.
With two holes left in the first round,
Craig Gangloff held a two-stroke lead
over Climo. Gangloff pumped out a
roller which hit squarely on the “Wall of
Barley” (a small wooden retaining fence
constructed to aid errant throws). His
disc crackedand went OB.

The tree at the edge of the dogleg
slowed Gangloffs thirdshot, leavinghim
a serious tester for bogey. Craig missed
his putt and settled for a circle 5. Climo
led by a stroke going into Hole 18. This
hole is a 500-foot boomer and all did
their best to position themselves for the
long second shot. Climo’s drive found
the tree to the right of the fairway and
his disc wound up in the culvert at the
pond edge leavinghim a tough stance for
his second shot. Climo’s upshot left him
50 feet short of a respectable par.

All eyes were on Gangloff as his
group called him for a foot-fault. That
shot skidded considerably short, and on
Craig's rethrow he parked it! It looked
as though he and Kenny would tie. But
Kenny once again rose to the occasion by
canning the 50-foot putt, putting a lock
on first place.

After Monday and Tuesday off, the
second leg of this series began on
Wednesday at Rockledge. This course is
typically very hot and very windy, and
thisweek was no exception. C.R. Willey,
Jr. led by several strokes at the end of
the third round, but missed the
mandatory dogleg on #16. Afterworking
back through the mando, he finally
found the chains and chalked up a triple
bogey. Ken Climo took par and rolled on
to a strong finish to take first place 

Series director Bob Lewis powers his drive across #10.
The pin is straight ahead in the middle oflhe cluster oftrees.

going into the toumament’s final leg.
On Friday, competitors headed for

Clearwater. All players received free
tickets for the local comedy club, the
Comedy Score. Play began on Saturday
morning with plenty of sun and temps in
the low 80’s. C.R. Willey birdied the
first 9 holes, compared to Climo’s 5
birdies. Climo came back with a 22 for
the back nine and Willey shot a 25 to
lessen the damage to his lead.

The wind picked up for the last round
and played tough for nearly everyone.
Climo, however, scored a 46 to secure
1st place with Willey in second. The
best round shot that weekend was

Gangloffs 43 at Clearwater, which
vaulted him into second place overall.

Many thanksto those who dedicated
their time, money, and energy to help
make this tournament a success!

Florida’sTripleCrown ‘92
by Tom Monroe

(from “The Circular”)

Tourney organizer, Bob Lewis, put
it all together to provide the best

 
crown to date. Thanks to Wham-0,
Discraft, Carolina Flying Disc,
Dynamic, and Lightning: the players’
package was the best to date, with
visors, fanny packs from Island
Sports, stickers, and Power Bars.

This year, it could have been called
the “Windy Crown,” but no one was
complaining because the week was
sandwiched between two of the worst
rain weeks in recent Florida history.
Ken Climo was challenged by Craig
Gangloff in Orlando, but a bad break
tied the two up after #17. Kenny
canned a 60-foot putt on #18 to win
the Barnett leg by one stroke! A
similar story unfolded in the Masters
and Monroe edged out Slasor by one
on the last hole.

Over in Rockledge, C.R. Willey got
off to an early lead, but an over-par
third round put his game out of
contention. Dr. Rick Voakes finished
only two strokes behind Climo. Slasor
bettered Monroe by three strokes at
windy Rockledge.

The final leg at Clearwater proved
good for local players, as it was very
windy on the left coast. Willey came
withintwo of local hero Climo, but the
champ held on to capture the crown.
The Masters final round should have
been taped, as Monroe took a 5 and a
7, but put a final charge of birdies
together to beat Slasor by two, one shy
of Slasor’s overall score. Rick Voakes
had similar luck with a 7 on one hole,
but came back strong. The top three
overall plus one Master played in the
“Super Shootout” with the “Slaz”
winning in crowd-pleasingform.

~—.._‘_‘

6thAnnual Freeze-Bee Golf
Classic by Dave Steger

This tournament. part of the
nationwide Ice Bowl tourneys, was

played under clear, sunny skies with a

slight breeze. The only problem was
that maximum temperature was 24
degrees. “Big Daddy” Dave Griffin
and Craig Gangloff posted some nice
warm weather scores in the second
round with Big Daddy coming out on

top by one stroke.
Tom Transtrum was the Men’s

Amateur division with a second round
score of 55. ElizabethHoward won by
two strokes in the Women’s Amateur
division, and Sandy Steger, the lone
Women’s Pro, demonstrated that
cleats and ice do not mix.

The Northern Virginia FlyingDisc
Union donated $30, water bottles,
keychains, and fastbacks. Winners
also received traditional ice trophies
molded in the shape of FB-3 fastbacks.
These were promptly thrown and
shattered on the pavement.

3rd Annual Rio Rancho Open
by Greg Finch

This was our best tournament yet
as far as media coverage. On Friday,
February 7, the Albuquerque Journal
newspaper featured RC, co-
tournament director, and New Mexico
Disc Golf Club president Sherm
Haworth, along with a description of
the tournament. On February 12, the
Rio Rancho Observer newspaper had a

Page 1 photo of the tournament and a

listing of the results. On February 9
during the 10 PM news, Channel 4 TV
(KKOB) of Albuquerque had a short
feature on disc golf and the Rio
Rancho Tournament.



 
MIKE CLOYES:"A WORLD CLASS TALENT"

Name: Mike Cloyes
Birthdate:Anchorage, Alaska. December14, 1955

Height/Weight:6’2” 180 lbs.

Hometown:Las Vegas, Nevada

#YearsPlaying: (8 years as pro)
PDGA#:3306

World Record: Accuracy;25 out of 28 12/14/91

LifetimeDisc GolfWinnings: $6,000
#lst places: 2
#2ndplaces: 10
#311! places: 10

Longest Drive: 548 it.

l991HonoraryMemberof Las Vegas
Disc GolfAssociation

Accomplishments: 4th place, 1988 PDGA Worlds, 10th
place, 1990 PDGA Worlds, 9thplace, 1991 PDGA Worlds 
by Tom Campoli

When Tom Schlueter, Disc Golf
Journal publisher. first asked me to
write a “Pro Close—Up" about Mike
Cloyes, I called Mike to set up a time for
the interview. During that
conversation, I mentioned to Mike that
it might take a second or third
appointment to rework the story into its
final form. He quickly responded,
“You‘ve got one shot to get it all and
that's it." Perhaps that attitude best
describes what makes him a great
player. Mike is a straightforward guy
who doesn’t waste time or energy on
insignificant things. As any great
competitor knows, it’s imperative to
perform your best at the proper time,
since you will never get a second chance.

Cloyes strives to remain non-political
and prefers the lighter side of life. He
doesn’t try to hurt or annoy anyone with
his comments. Cloyes has an opinion he
seldom holds back, but does not have
difiiculty relating to people becauseof

his low-key approach.
Mike is 180 pounds and 6’2”, which

he refers to as “lean and mean." His
friends call him the “Kahuna” becauseof
his “island look." During the summer,
he wears a big straw hat, shorts, tennis
shoes, and no shirt, working on that
dark golden tan.

Interest in disc golf began for Mike
after high school. After a few years of
toying with the game, he heard of a local
event at Sunset Park. Mike entered the
Novice division and won his very first
organized competition in 1981.

As a youngster, Mike was involved in
just about every popular team sport and
competed alongside his older brother.
He was playing often and seldom
winning. Because much of Mike's time
was spread in many directions, Cloyes
was prompted to find the “ultimate”
sport. Disc golf, a primarily individual
sport, has kept his interest because it.
according to Mike, “depends strictly on
the guy in the mirror. If you lose, you
can't blame the shortstop." Athletically
adept. Mike has always been able to
excel at any sport he’s worked hard at.
Basketball is his second favorite sport
and helps keep him in shape, but golf
gets most of his spare time.

It has been said that Mike throws
smoothlywith a lot of snap, and if you
watch him in action, it appears little
effort is required. As Mike explains it,
good snap on his shots is created by
using as much of the body as possible. “I
draw the disc back behind my shoulder
and throw it outside in. Some people
have a tendency to bring it in toward
their chest. When you release, you’re
only getting arm and elbow snap.”

“If you bring the disc back behind
your shoulder and keep your head level,
you’re rotating your upper body, using
your hips, your legs, and then it all
comes into play by itself. You wind up
and then you unwind to throw. The
idea is to come out flat and level. The
flatter the shot and the more direct it is,

then the further it will go. If you rotate
the disc, that takes away from the
throw.”

Mike goes on to say that a basic
misconception for amateurs is that
heavier will go further. He urges
players coming into the sport to try
lighter discs for more control. “Keeping
the disc flat with more control should
help your distance. Use heavier weights
for strong wind conditions.”

When asked about the most
important part of the game, Mike
referred to the old cliche, “Drive for
show, putt for dough.” “I've tried every
putting technique there is,” says Cloyes.
No matter what style works for you,
though, the key is eye contact on the
target. “Depending on what your style
induces, whetheryour putt rises or falls,
you must zero in on a specific small area
of thebasket. It might be thenub, chain
link, or pole hole number. Pick a target
that fits your style. You’ve got to keep
your eye on the target no matter where
you aim.."

“Where you look is where your arm is
going to throw,” continues Cloyes, “and
make sure you follow through. It all
beginswitheye contact.”

What kinds of discs does Mike throw?
“l have always been a devout Innova-
Champion disc thrower." His all-time
favorite is the Aviar. This disc is
timeless because of its all-around
versatility,he states. Mike also favors
Rocs and Scorpions. “Most discs today
are somewhat similar, and I use
whatever feels comfortable. If a new
disc comes out that everybody is raving
about, I try it, otherwise no use
changing.”

A family man, Mike has
responsibilitiesat home and only plays
10-12 tournaments per year in
California and Arizona. His wife Laurie
(PDGA #6169), enthusiastically
supports his efforts and travels with
him. Baby girl Toni is already slam
dunking minis at home.

Much to his dismay, Mike has only
two first place victories won locally and
he compares that to “kissing your
sister.” His future goals include a major
win and to maintain his yearly
invitation to the PDGA Worlds. His top
ten performance in 3 out of 5
consecutive Worlds is an indication of
his competitiveness at the highest level
of disc golf.

Living in Las Vegas, however, makes
it hard for Mike to maintain a

competitive edge since there is not an
abundance of world class talent to push

him regularly. In addition, forest type
courses are not available, and he must
improvise in preparing for those areas
that do. During practice time, Mike will
work on special turnover shots, rollers,
and low ceiling drives that are not
common here in everyday play. “My
favorite course,” states Mike, “is the
next one I’m going to.”

What was Mike’s most thrilling
match? Mike set up thescenario of what
turned out to be a bitter pill to swallow.
At the 1988 U.S. Open in LaMirada,
California, Mike was tied for fourth
place with Steve Valencia before the
playoffto get into the final round.

“Steve flails a drive off to the left
about 80 feet under a tree at Hole #16. I
then put my drive about 20 to 25 feet
from the pin, downhill. Valencia gets
up. He has to shoot uphillwith a strong
wind, and he drains it. This was my
first big choke. All I had to do was hit
this little putt, but I missed it. The kid
really deserves a lot of credit. He went
on to be theyoungest player to reach the
finals of theU.S. Open.”

Mike has hosted his own tournament,
the Fantasy Fling, in Las Vegas since
1987 and generally draws 80-100
entrants each year, with purse money
more than $2,000. This year, however,
marks the last time Lions Park will be
used for the tournament, and the last
time for players to try this older course
with mature trees. The City will move
the poleholes to another facility.
Another 18-hole course, our third, is now
underway.

On May 9, Mike will be TD for the
Las Vegas “World’s Biggest Disc Golf
Tournament" played around the country.
The Fantasy Fling is on tap for May 23
and 24. Call Mike at (702)454-2144 for
more info on either event. Cl

Next Issue:
Duane "CD" Steiner
of Kansas City, KS

1988 World'3, Cincinnatti,OH. (I to r) Mike Cloyes, Laurie Cloyes,
Randy Amann, John Ahart, Dr. Rick Voakes, Steve Wisecup
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TO PRE-REGISTER:

SEND NAME, ADDRESS, PDGA #, AND
PRO DIVISIONS $52.00 CLASSIFICATIONT0=
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FreestyleUltimate Discs
and Footbags

Lowest Prices!!!
Fantastic For Putting Practice
and Backyard Games!

GOLF 51’L‘/llSll/6’/
- Regulation Size.SuP IES - GALVANIZED for permanent protection.
- Completely portable. Weighs just 30lbs.
- Has the same catching abilityas the

D.G.A. single chain PoIe~Hole®_
I/4" WELDED STEEL parts include upper wire assembly, chain
and counter weight, lower wire basket assembly, 5’ pole
screws into a 2' x 2' outdoor, painted, S/8" plywood base.

Pole~Hole” has been fully tested and enthusiasticallyreceived by the Disc Golf” sports world. Used in RD.G.A.
7-"_' tournaments. Currently being used on the campuses of the Universi Central Florida and Southwest Texas State

University. Played with at youth camps throughout the country. Gre r indoor play in the school gym.
‘S’ f. Msa or MasterCard accepted; include card numberand expiration date with order.

Call or Write for Free Catalog
‘Wfien in Cincinnati,Stop by tfieSfiopl S I39 95Doug Cepluch #220l
1829 \X/. GALBRAITH RD. Plus Shipping

Licensed lD.G.A. Pole—Hole°
F.‘D.G.A. Approved

For orders only...I -800-626-2584

513)931-1037



DISCRAFT PRE5'EIV1'5'
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WANT TO FILL YOU BAG WITH FREE
GOLF DISCS FROM DISCRAFT ?

IT'S E/I$y"
1) Find a store close to your local golf course that sells
golf discs but does not car Di craft or find a store that
does not yet carry golf discs but should.

2) Let them know that you and your friends would like
themto carry Discraft golf discs.

3) Give them Discraft's address and telephone numberand
leave your name, address and telephone numberfor them
to give us when theyorder.

4) If a store orders and gives us your name as thecontact,
we will give thestore a 5% discount on theirfirst order and
for one year after thefirst order, for every 25 golf discs that
theyorder, we will send you 2 free Discraft golf discs.’

' This special offer is valid for first time store The W3" '3 0V9’ and" W95 W07”? "- D’5c"3fl'3new
orders thatwe receive by December31, 1992 Marauder," long distance driver is already shaving

scores across the country. This hot new driver is
if you would like additional informationor sales literature easy to controland gets that extra glide to reach

please call Discraft and ask for Gail or Jim. thosebasket; thatwere lust our 0} reach befofe_

 "°”"°"”""’°E"’""‘
4123’ ORDER TODAY!

BOX 850275 VVESTLAND. MI 48185 (313) 624-2250



Name:
DavidGreenwell #962

Hometown:
Louisville,KY

Hair Salon Ownerl
ProfessionalDisc Golfer

1991 Victories:
IndianaFall Series Finals,

Ottercreek Fall Classic,
Halloween Howler,

BanklickWoods Doubles,
Heart ofTexasOpen

Dave’s Bag:
“My bag is a red and grey nylon

canvas bag that’s one of John David’s
original Discaddys. It’s got a flap on it
for raingear or whatever. It’s big
enough to fit the numberof discs I throw
plus the flap gives me room for the
extras...towel, rain jacket, rain pants,
etc. It’s convenient and a good size for

I!me.

Dave’s Discs:

3 Stingrays (l77g): “Overall, Stingrays
are probably my favorite discs. I carry
three older models, each one is a little
more stable thanthe other. I use two for

   STANDARDBAG: $30.00 holds 10-14 discs
BIG BROTHER BAG: $40.00 holds 16-20 discs
FEATURES:
- New Padded Strap on both sizes
0 Rain cover on both sizes
- Constructed of nylon packcloth & nylon cordura
- Plastic inserts in front, back& bottom to keep discs
from warping

0 Water bottle & holder
0 Pen & pencil holder
- Wallet pocket

- Bags are made randomly in conbinationsof red, black,
blue & purple

- 'D' Ring for towel
- Open top for easy access

to all discs

flying and one for rolling. I started
playing with 165’s and 141’s which have
to be thrown with lots of hyzer because
they'llflatten out. This is the way I
throwand Stingrays are natural for me.”

2 Rocs (l76g): “For the last six months
I’ve been putting with the old “rings and
wings” mold Rocs. I’m just lovin' it! It’s
made a complete difi'erence in my game.
I can putt a whole lot farther into the
wind. It's a freak run of Rocs that are
more rubbery. If anybody reading this
has old rubbery Rocs, I want them!”

1 Roc (179g): “I use this new mold R.oc
for most of my shots up to 320 or 350
feet. Ifl have a wind in the face, I'll
tend to throwa Roc over a Stingray.”
1 XD (176g)/1 Eagle (174g): “I carry an
old pink XD, and the mother of all
beveled-edged discs, an Eagle. I've had
the Eagle in my bag since Dan Mangone
gave me one when they first came out.
The XD I use for straight or turnover
shots up to 270’. I also use it for
extremely long putts and long turbo
putts. The Eagle I use a lot on shots I
might have to roll up to 280-290’ that
need to flip. Anytime I need it to turn
over a bit, I'll use this disc. Any of my
scoober shots, hand grenades, you know,
inside-out, over the top stufi'—the Eagle
gets used. It’s great because when it
hits, it just folds up and stops. The
Eagle is probably the best plastic that
has ever been made. This disc has been
hit hard for 10 years and it still flies
great!”
1 Soft Approach(190g): “Best warm-up
passing disc made. If I've got to turn a
thumbroller over, I'll use this disc. If I

.v.v.~.m.-.-.wwM»~»»v.~.-mmnavwzmawnxmmww.-«av.-~mMmww~ww§
0 Othercolors availableas time goes on.
- Custom Bags $10.00 extra.

The IF0 Discaddy is availablefrom
IdentifiedFlying_Objects through
our warehouse In Florida
Contact: Tom Monroe, 2426 NW 119thAvenue,
Gainesville, FL 32609 Ph. 904-378-6688
Shipping is about $3.50 per bag
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 ournament Special

0 Goll Discs for $5.00 each & shipping
- Call or Write for wholesale price sheet

‘ Discraft
' lnnova
WharnO
WharnO
WharnO

‘ Dynanmic
' These disco

 
Disc Golf Course Design.
- 9-Holes - $150.00
- 18-Holes - $200.00
Tournament or Event Organization.

Custom Discs with your artworkor logo.
Minimum order 100.
Most Popular - 175 G Ultra Star, 175 G Super
Nova & Beach Birdie

Beach Discs
Ultimatefor Fun and Freestyle

withyour artworkllogo(100 disc minimum).
F.O.B. Gainesville

Ultra Star 175 Grams
Super Nova 175 Grarrs
U Max 175 Grams ":1High Rigidity 165 Grants 2'
HDX 165 Grams E
Disc Floater 160 Grams
may also becustom imprinted

i

want my thumb roller to bite, then I’ll
use my Lynx (200g). I throw almost all
my thumberforehand airshots with a
Lynx. It’s a great upshot disc...it glides,
but its weight will push it down so it
doesn't sail past thehole."

1 Prototype Viper (180g)/1 “Star”
Viper (179g): “The run lnnova made
with just their star as the hotstamp is
way, way overstable. The prototype
Viper seems to be the best of the three
runs. They just seem to flya little truer
and straighter for me. You really
have to throwthese discs hard. It’s
an opposite way of my natural
throwing. It has to be learned, and
I’ll learn it, but it has worn my
body out in the process! It’s an
unnatural throwuntil you beat em‘
up.

1 Whippet (174g): “This disc is
basically a smaller Viper. I’m
throwing it now just to learn how
to throw it. It is similar to the
Viper, so I throw it in those
situations. You almost need a
headwind to get the most out of
this disc. The Viper is a little
longer gliding. Both are very *

 
“People need to play more best shot

doubles! The pressure just isn’t there
like in singles. It gives players a chance
to go for it, when they normally
wouldn’t. I thinkthe best shot format
can make the pros better players.
People should start playing more best
shot in their weekly league events.
Basically,best shot is more fun. I think
we’re losing a little bit of that with the
push for big purses. Hey, fun is where it
all started. If we aren't having
fun...we’re outta here!” D 

overstable new, and you have to _-.,_
V _

turn themover to make themfly.”
1 Shadow (183g): “I use this disc

.2

for medium to long hyzer distance
shots that don’t have to break too

__,

much, or hyzer ofl" too hard at the '

end. It's a little more overstable
than a Stingray, but not too '

overstable.”
1 Eclipse l181g): “I use my Eclipse
for long rollers." '

FlyingDisc Services
Custom Tee Shirts and FlyingDiscs for
Tournaments, Retail Outlets, Special Events,
FlyingDisc Promotions and Demonstrations.

Plus Expenses  m-mmmmwmmmwwmmwm"3
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GolfDiscs
We stock all current popular discs.
Periodicallymodels are introduced
and phased out.

lnnova - Viper, Cobra, Scorpion,
Roc, Hammer, Aviar, XD, Stingray,
Shark, Birdie, AviarPutter, Whippet
Discraft - Shadow, Tracer, Eclipse,
Vortex, Phantom, Sky Streak,
Marauder.
Dynamic Disc - The Dimple Driver,
Puppy Putter, Long Ranger, etc.

Lightning Discs - Spitfire, Stealth,
Blackbird,B-17, P-40, Rubber
Putter, etc.
Whamo - 71 mold, 86 putter, 77 &
78 Drivers.
Mini Markerdisc - $1.00 each or 10
for $7.50, 25 for $12.50.
Extra Heavy Minis - $2.00 each or
10 for $15.00, 25 for $25.00.
Disc Golf Bumper Stickers - $2.00
each, 10 for $15.00, 25 for $25.00.
Globees- $2.00 extra.

Contact: Tom Monroe, 2426 NW 119thAvenue, Gainesville,FL 32609 Ph. 904-378-6688
The IFUDISCADDYis comlortable, convenient, has nice outside pockets, plenty of room. Discs stand up straight and are easy to find. The bag stands up when you put it on theground. it holds its

  
shape thanksto its design, construction and quality, it is simply the best disc golf bag ever made!" Lavone Wolfe



 

 
’ DAN PARKS:A MAN WITH A PLAN

Name: Dan Parks
Born: November13, 1958, Helena, Montana

Height/Weight:6'3" 185lbs.
Hometown: Nashville,TN
PDGA#: 6142
Children: Crystal, 12 years old
Favorite Courses: Chickasabogue Mobile,AL; Seven
Oaks, Nasville, TN; La Mirada, La Mirada, CA; Redstone
Arsenal, Huntsville,AL.
Favorite Tournaments: Huntsville Super tournament;
TennesseeState Championships
Best Finish: lst, Lake Front Open (1991)

by Larry Oden

Nashville,Tennessee. If the name

brings thoughts of music starts such
as Dolly and Porter, Conway Twitty,
the Mandrell Sisters, and the stars of
Hee Haw, you are probably not alone.
(Don’t feel bad if you don’t recognize
the names. I’m not a country music
fan either.)

Depending on whom you ask,
however, country music may not be
the fastest rising pastime in the city.
There are those who share the opinion
that ‘disc golf’ may be in the
vocabulary of a surprising number of
people in Nashville. One of those
people is Nashville area amateur Dan
Parks. I recently had the opportunity
to speak with Dan concerning his
involvement in the sport and some of
the thingshe most enjoys about it.

Dan is an Electronics Design
Engineer for Hennessy Industries, an
automotive service equipment
company. He holds a BSEE degree
from Memphis State University
(1990), where he first started playing
disc golf seriously in 1989. Other
hobbies include mountain biking and
camping.

Participation in the amateur area
has given Dan the aspiration to win
tournaments. One of his biggest

aspirations is to win the World Ams,
but injuries have plagued his efforts to
practice. “Discipline and consistency
are the keys to playing well,” he says,
“but the main thing for people to
rememberis to enjoy the sport for the
camaraderie and
competition.”

A philosophylike this is
healthy for anyone who
wants to participate in disc
golf, and Dan wholly
subscribes to it. When
asked what he enjoys most
about the sport, he remarks,
“I guess it would have to be
the flight of the disc—-—both mine and
other players. There is a certain
beautyis watching a disc flyits path.”

In his bag, Dan carries twenty plus
discs of varying weights and the
following styles of discs: Shark,
Scorpion, XD, Cobra, Stingray, and 86
Soitie. His favorites for certain shots:
driver-Scorpion, approach-XD. putter-
86 Softie. all~around-Shark. His
favorite course is Chickasabogue in
Mobile, Alabama. “It is a clean, well-
designed course with great upkeep. It
has a very wide variety of holes and is
a real pleasure to play.”

Dan’s tips to others for
improvement in the sport can be
summed up quite easily: “Play with

as many different pros as you can to
learn as much about the sport as
possible.”

A BriefHistory
Disc golf in Nashville is quickly

gaining popularity, and one of the
reasons for this is the work done by
“FlyingDisc Drive,” and Dan is one of
the people responsible.

At one time, Nashville had two
courses: a 9-hole pay to play course set
up for Wham-O style frisbees and a
course near VanderbiltUniversity,
also 9 holes. The pay to play course
was torn down for airport expansion
and the baskets purchased by a local
pro. The course near Vandy was
dismantled to provide nine of the
baskets needed for a 18-hole
championship course at Seven Oaks
Park,near the NashvilleInternational
Airport. The remaining nine baskets
were donated by FlyingDisc Drive.

In the early days of Seven Oaks,
Dr. Rick Voakes and Al Ballew played
here and said the course was too tight.
But thanksto the hard work of many
individuals in the area, much clearing

and re-shaping of fairways has
enhanced the course. Tight, curved
lanes with long placements make this
course very difficult. Add to that the
variety of basket placements (two on
some, four on others), and what you
have is a versatile course requiring
dynamic strategy changes when the
baskets are moved.

To get to Seven Oaks. follow I-40
East toward Knoxville, and exit at
Donelson Pike South. Turn right on
Murfreesboro Road. Go under the
runway and turn left at the next light
(McGavock Pike). Take the first right
(School Rd.) and watch for entrance to
parkon left.

The nearest course outside of
Nashville is at Cedars of Lebanon
State Park, and was built in the late
70’s. It is a fairly tight but
challenging course winding through a
forest of cedar trees. The other course
near Nashville is at Henry Horton
State Park built inside a grove of tall
pines. It too is a tester.

FlyingDisc Drive

Flying Disc Drive continually
provides golfers with perks to further
the enjoyment of playing, such as a
constantly updated bulletin board at
the course featuring a large course

map, lost and found listing, and flyers
four tournaments in and near
Nashville. A trash can is also located
at every odd-numbered hole for easy
disposal of drink containers.

As treasurer of FlyingDisc Drive,
Dan is a key member in local club
events. “Flying Disc Drive has
donated more than$1500 to sponsored
tournaments in the last 18 months,’
says Dan. “This type of support is

needed to help keep the sport on an
upward bound path.”

Dan’s future goals include both
short and long-term projects. “For
short term goals, I’d like a quarterly
newsletter outlining club activities
and future projects, advertising in
local publications, and the formation
of committees within the club for
specific tasks. My long-term projects
include adding one or more new
courses in Nashville and an increase
in club membership to 50 by year’s
end.”

One of the long term goals is
already underway: a new course near
the Nashville Airport. The land
needed for the course belongs to the
Nashville Airport Authority,and club
members have approached Airport
Authority personnel concerning
insurance, zoning, and right to use the
property. Initial designing should
begin by Summer, 1992 in object
format. Pledges of $4000 have already
been made for course improvements,
and the addition of this course which
is withinwalking distance from Seven
Oaks would help Dan to realize
anotherone of his goals. “I would like

“ I would like to see Nashvillebecomethe
premier place for disc golf in the South. ” 

to see Nashville become the premier
place for disc golf in the South,” says
Dan.

FinalThoughts
In closing, Dan feels that the

changes the club is undergoing are
positive. “Change is never easy, but
by workingtogether toward a common
goal, and sharing the love for our

sport, we can make changes for the
better.” D

About the author: Larry Oden is a
test engineer for Northern Telecom,
Inc. He has lived in Nashville for
about 5 years, and began playing disc
golf in 1988. He placed second overall
at the Tennessee Pentadecadisc is
1990, and hopes to one day play disc
golf in every state.

Next Issue:

Fort Wayne, Indiana's Calvin Todd
writes about his friend,

Paul Middleton of
St. Thomas,Ontario, Canada

 



 
PLAY TO THE HEIGHTS OF DISC GOLF...FLYCOLORADO

by John Schiller

When asked to write an article on the
“state” of disc golf in Colorado, I was mired
deep in a graphics project that would
consume most of my time for another 2
months. I was disappointed I would not be
able to take advantage of the generous
amount of advance time given to write a
magnificent article detailing the unique
pleasures of disc golf in Colorado. I came to
realize, though, that no amount of time
would allow anyone to describe accurately
in words the special experiences and
history of high—altitude disc golf.

' Disc golf in Colorado does not have the
great number of players that other states
have. It does not have many “official”
courses with DGA Pole Holes®. It does not
enjoy a reputation of being highly
organized as far as the PDGA is concerned.
It does not actively promote and does not
attract many travelling players. These
facts have conspired to isolate Colorado,
giving many out—of—state players (and
PDGA officials) the impression that disc
golf in Colorado does not have much to
offer. They couldn't be more wrong.

Colorado players, though not great in
number, are great in both fellowship and
dedication. We share close bonds as
friends as well as players. Much of our
strength as a “frisbee family”results from
our long history of tournaments, a few key
individuals, and the unique nature of
several tournament courses.

Colorado has only one full 18 hole
course with DGA Pole Holes® (Edora
Park) and three 9 hole DGA courses
(Pueblo, Ken Caryl Ranch, & Boulder). It
is not from lack of trying on the part of
players. (It took over 7 years for the Edora
course to be approved and installed.) For
some reason, Colorado parks departments
do not seem to be enthusiastic about disc
golf.

Impatient to play on baskets, tired of
waiting for city administrative decisions on

courses, and personally unable to afford 18
DGA baskets, Stevan Gregory of Fraser
took the initiative to finance, design, and
build his own set of portable baskets to use
for his tournament in 1988. Since then, the
baskets travel from course to course for all
Colorado tournaments. They are set up,
torn down, and transported by voluntary
cooperation of players.

Although Colorado does not have many
“official” courses, it does have hundreds of
object courses. When asking a Colorado
golfer about courses in the state, however,
you'll find the conversation centers
primarilyon four courses along the Front
Range: Memorial Park in Arvada, Edora
Parkand the CSU Campus in Fort Collins,
and Miller'sNew Horizons in Fraser.

.V ‘M

1. Memorial Parkin Arvada

History: The Memorial Park course is an
object course winding along the Ralston
Creek Trail behind the Arvada City Hall
and Post Office, only blocks from where I
grew up. Only a couple of miles from I-70,
it is the most centrally located course.
Also distinct to Memorial Park are
extensive alterations from the hands of
players and city construction crews, and
more dramatic evolutionary changes by
MotherNature.

The course was originally designed by
Tom Carey in 1976 for a tournament to
benefit the Muscular Dystrophy
Foundation. The following year, the course
was completely redesigned by legendary
player John Bird and the tournament
became the Tournament of the Harvest
Moon, taking on a more competitive
format. John used trees and light poles as

targets to finish the holes. That year, I saw
my first Pole Hole® at La Mirada Parkand
also played at Oak
Grove. I realized my
putting would have to
change. I could no
longer putt at the base
of trees and light poles.
I had to aim higher.
While at La Mirada, I
roughly gauged the
height of the basket
and the area of the strike zone. Returning
home, I took duct tape to the course and
taped off strike zones on our targets.

Tom Carey, the course designer, now
worked for the City ParksDepartment and
began the process to install Pole Holes® in
1981_. The City of Arvada agreed and
excitement rose among players.
Unfortunately the city pulled out at the
last minute and continuingefforts have yet
to produce anythingfruitful.

Many of the physical changes in the
course have been the result of Ralston
Creek. Bank erosion keeps the appearance
in a constant state of flux and occasional
floods remove large sections of the course.
Likewise, many players have added and
changed holes, introduced standardized
objects (4" wooden fence posts with
collars), and kept the course well
maintained. Thanks to Don Daynes, Gary
Davidson, Giorgio Lombardi, Don Berry,
Mike Livingston, and many others. Playing
on the course today, I often glimpse
remnants of red paint stretched by 15
years of tree growthand rememberhow all
this started. Seems like only yesterday...
time flies when you're having fun.

The Course: Ralston Creek dominates
the course in Memorial Park. The park
contains many cottonwood trees and is
relatively flat. In the summer, the grass is

Don Berry watching his drive on hold #9 at Memorial Park in Arvada. photo by Johnny Roberts
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well maintained, green and lush.
Holes range in lengthfrom 200’ to 500‘,

with an average of about 270'. Many holes
are near water and deadly in potential
danger. The course favors players with
good control on their throws. If your timing
is off slightly and you end up a little long,
short, right, or left, you're in the creek and
an easy birdie becomes a bogie. Most of the
time thecreek is low and clear enough that
disc retrieval is simple. At times when the
creek runs high and muddy, discs
disappear. A return trip the following day
is often rewarding, since local kids will
retrieve discs and return them.

Favorite Holes: Holes #7 & #8 — Added
by Don Daynes, these two holes are fairly
open, long, and narrow. They travel
straight along the creek and have
out—of—bounds on both sides of the
fairway. In competitive pressure
situations, #7 & #8 test your will power in
deciding to go for it or play safe and avoid
possible O.B. strokes.

“ ...I've played few courses of any length,
anywhere, thatdemand one's attention on

as the WFDF course does. ” 
Hole #9 — A reasonablyshort (200’) hole

that crosses over a bend in the creek,
forcing you to fly over the creek twice. In
addition, the pole sits very near the edge of
a high embankment,washed sheer by the
creek. If you play safe and overthrow the
hole, you're looking at a slightly downhill
putt heading towards the cliff and
out—of-bounds: a daunting putt for even
the most confident. From the tee, the hole
is framed by large cottonwoods thatcreate
a visual tunnel to aim for and treacherous
obstacle to avoid. Hole #9 is a touch hole
withgreat character.

2. CSU Campus

History: The Colorado State University
campus actually plays host to two courses:
The Grateful Disc Frisbee Golf Course
(GDFGC) and the infamous WFDF (“wiff-
difl")course.

The Grateful Disc Frisbee Club has
been in existence since 1977 and oversees
the course as an agent of the University's
Recreational Sports department. The
course was initially designed by John
Stroud and Doug Branigan. Like other
courses in Colorado, GDFGC started with
taped trees and lamp posts as targets. In
the early 80's, Jim Kenner & Gail McColl
of Discraft donated 18 standardized 5"
hollow metal poles with collared strike
zones to the club. The course became a

permanent 5600’ course following the
original design. Frequent players have
designed secret “long” tees to extend the
challenge of many holes as golf discs have
improved technically.

Though Colorado may not boast a large
number of tournament players, the
number of recreational players is
overwhelming .

This is especially true on
the GDFGC. On any given day, fall,
winter, spring, or summer, one can find
groups of four or more on every hole.
College students compete between classes.
Businessmen in suits and ties (dress shoes
no less) enjoy tossing plastic during the
lunch hour.

The WFDF course is a temporary
course only set up during tournaments
using portable baskets. I designed this
course for the 1987 World Flying Disc
Federation (WFDF) World Overall
Championships, hence its name. Although
it follows the general layout of the GDFGC
course, it is an entirely different course.

Its length extends to over 7000',
including one hole over 700’ and two over
600'. Over the past 4 years, at least one
tournament per year takes place on the

WFDF Course. Although I admit a
personal bias, I've played few courses of
any length, anywhere, that demand one’s
attention as theWFDF course does.

Exhilaration,dread, anticipation,
self-doubt, joy, satisfaction name an
emotion and you'll experience it in
competition on the WFDF course. It was
intentionally designed to play on you as
much as for you to play on it. When you
overcome this course, you overcome
yourself as well. The sense of
accomplishment is tremendous. Likewise,
it can also be very humbling and
disheartening.

Comments from Advanced and Amateur
players who play this course constantly
amaze me. During one local tournament, I
shortened several of the longer tees to
make the holes a little more on par for
them. After the first round, most angrily
complained that they wished they could
face the “monsters” like the rest of us.
Before the next round, a unanimous vote
returned their tees to the original lengths.

Despite this
course's length and
difficulty, the
Advanced group's
tournament scores

the WFDF
course were closer
as a whole to the
Pro scores than on

any other course in
our tournament series last year.

The WFDF course will be used during
the 1992 U.S. Open Flying Disc
Championships in Fort Collins, July 20-26.
Call the Wright Life, (303)484-6932, for
more information.

The Courses: Similar to Memorial Park,
the CSU Campus enjoys majestic
cottonwood trees and a plush, verdant
lawn during the summer. Towering spruce
and pine trees and various bushes also line
the campus. Black walnut trees, home to
bombersquirrels, dress the fairway of Hole
#11. In the fall, deliciously tart apples
await golfers on Hole #18. There are not
many level changes, althoughseveral holes
take full advantage of what does exist. The
first holes on both courses begin just west
of the Lory Student Center with a

panoramic view of the Colorado Rockies.

Favorite Holes:

Discraft Pole Course:
Hole #7 (WFDF Hole #6) — A long, high

right handed turnover dominated by
immense trees that define the flight path.
Alternate routes include rollers and low
line drives. Roughly 270’ in a straight line,
300‘ on the turnover. While the turnover
shot offers the only route clear of obstacles
to the hole and greatly increases the odds
for a birdie, it also increases the odds for a

bogie. In throwing this shot, a player aims
directly over the student center parkinglot
(O.B.) some 60 yds. straight out and must
then trust his disc to make a 90° right turn
to the hole. If the disc turns enough to land
roll edge, it often will land safe, but end up
rolling O.B. This hole requires touch,
power, and confidence in one’s disc.

Hole #8 — I often consider the 543' #8
one of my more ideal golf holes. A score of
two is possible, but not common. Threes
are average, but must be earned by a good
drive and a good approach. Fours happen
frequently. A large number of routes exist
from the tee but each leaves little margin
for error to be successful. The pattern of
trees on this hole is a natural gift to its
exceptional design.

WFDF Course: .

Hole #1 — Commanding respect, this
700‘+ hole captures the spirit of the WFDF
course. The first 400' is relatively open
with only several trees immediately off the
tee lying in wait to nab your disc. The next
280' is almost entirely across the shallow,
calf deep water of the Lagoon. The hole
rests 25' from waters edge, in a small,
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guarded alcove of trees.
From the tee. you must decide where to

place your drive to set up your approach.
Do you go right, looking at a lefl:—to—right
approach, or try to aim left, hoping to look
straight across the shorter expanse of the
water? On your approach, taking stock of
your drive‘ do you attempt to clear the
water or lay up to its edge to improve your
chances on the next shot? The approach is
complicated by a tall row of thick bushes
on the right that end only yards from the
hole — hit them and you’re O.B. To the left
are numerous pine and spruce — errant
throws in here usually leave no open path
to the hole.

The narrow opening to the hole and the
distance over water ofien make the short
lay up to water’s edge the smart play. Not
many will three this hole. Those that do
can count on picking up strokes on the
field. Conquering this hole requires power,
precision, strategy, and a measure of
bravado.

Hole #2 — Another “monster” hole of
about 600’ that places more emphasis on
the execution of the drive. A poor drive
here is an instant four. A good drive still
requires a good approach for the three.
Deuces are possible with a great roller.
Good drives generally clear a high
funnel—like gap in a line of trees about 270’
from the tee. Buildings disallow going
around the trees. The hole itself sits on a
raised, narrow landing near the inside
corner of a building ell. Again, the quality
and placement of the drive greatly
determines the difficulty of the approach.

Hole #3 — Although not an exceptional
hole by itself, following #1 and #2, hole #3
becomes an interesting challenge. This is a
finesse hole of 170’ with moderate O.B.
danger. It has two large cottonwoods
blocking the direct path 50’ off the tee.
After playing the “monsters”, you come to
this hole either pumped with adrenaline or
wracked with nerves. In eithercondition, it
is a test of mind over body to deliver the
touch necessary to achievetheeasy birdie.

3. Edora Park

Fort Collins. in addition to the CSU
Campus courses, also contains Coloradds
only 18 hole DGA Pole Hole® course. Thecity orrort’ Collins funded the Edora Park
course.

History: Roughly eight years ago, Doug
Branigan began efforts to install a DGA
course in Fort Collins. Indifference ran
high for the project. Doug continued his
efforts yearly without much positive
feedback. Doug moved away about 3 years
later and his initiative was picked up by
Bill Wright from The Wright Life.
Eventually, through town meetings (and
most likely Bill’s stature in the city), an
initiative for installing a course was
included on the ballot as part of citywide
parks improvement plan. It passed.

The course follows a general outline
Doug designed before much of the park
had been developed. After approval for
installation in 1989, Bill Wright produced
a new outlay fine tuned by local golfers Jeff
O'Brien and Greg Redder. The Edora Park
Disc Golf Course was eventually installed,
using new Mach III baskets, in October of
1990.

The Course: Each hole on the Edora
Park Disc Golf Course begins with a
cement tee and ends at one of two
permanent pin positions. A small creek is
the dominant feature on half of the holes.
Tall reeds and cattails line the creek. Like
most Colorado courses, well tended grass
and trees are found on all fairways. Course
length varies between 5600’ and 6300’,
withaverage holes covering 280’.

Favorite Holes:
Hole #2, long position — This 320’ hole

skirts the path of the creek and appears to
be wide open. However, well placed trees
narrowly define the available flight paths.
The hole is placed at the base of a slight
incline leading to the creek on the left. It
also is hidden from sight off the tee by a
small rise in the fairway.

Hole #11, long position — A downhill
hole of 350‘ that offers two traditional air
routes and one roller route. From the tee,
the hole is straight ahead, waiting at the

bottom of a hill with OB on its left and also
behind. Trees preclude throwing anything
but a roller shot down the middle. A long,
right handed hyzer shot offers the greatest
safety from O.B., but begins with a tight
window directly off the tee and ends with
tall, clutching spruce near the lower
approach to the hole. A wide, slow turnover
shot presents the cleanest opportunity to
birdie the hole, but 90% of its flight will be
over O.B., usually against prevailing
winds.

Hole #13, long position — The longest
hole on the course at 640’, is reachable.
With the fairway leading down a long
steep hill, rollers will often get within
35’—40’ of the pin, which sits atop a narrow
berm. More often, however, this hole
rewards controlled approach shots that
follow well placed drives. Long flight times
off the tee are the norm on Hole #13. Every
course includes a hole to empty your bag
on, and this is Edora Park’s.

4. Miller’sNew Horizons

Without a doubt, the New Horizons
Open reigns as the favorite tournament
among players in Colorado. Held annually
in Fraser since 1977, it consistently draws

discovered by three disc golfers from the
outside world.

The NHO continues as a benefit
tournament for the Grand County Child
Abuse Program. In fact it has become the
largest single donor to the program for the
past four years, contributing about $1,300
per year. However, only a very small
percentage of that now comes from entry
fees. Entry fees now go directly into cash
and prizes for the tournament. The benefit
money now comes from a spirited disc
auction held on Saturday night, a tradition
started by John Bird four years ago.

Fraser is a very small town infamous
for its sub-zero temperatures during
winter. When you come to play in the New
Horizons Open, you leave the big city far
behind. Miller’s New Horizons has no
running water and still uses outhouses.
Electric conveniences are scarce, as are
electrical outlets. There are very few street
lights anywhere nearby, allowing clear
views of the Milky Way at night. Several
small cabins dot the property and a small
compound acts as tournament
headquarters.

The tournamentusually has between 60
and 80 total players, the majority of whom
camp out around the property before, 

John Schillerand Matt Fryer putting on hole #3 at Edora Park.photo by Johnny Roberts

the largest numberof participants in every
division of any tournament in the state.

History: Miller’s New Horizons came into
being in the early 1950’s as a retreat for
troubled youth and young adults. Its
founder, affectionatelyknown as Grandma
Miller, hoped to provide a place away from
society for people having problems to come
and reorganize their lives. A former
travelling evangelist, Grandma decided to
settle with her husband in the majestic
and isolated Grand Valley and continue
her life’s mission. They purchased a small
number of acres high in the mountain
valley not far from Rocky Mountain
National Park. Here she hoped to “open up
new horizons” to those feeling trapped by
their lives in the city. Today, Grandma
Miller numbers 93 years, and, despite her
frail exterior, bounces with an inner life
rarely found among younger crowds.
Despite her religious background, she
makes no demands, sets no rules, and
requires no obligation other than you
thoroughlyenjoy your stay and share it
with others who are there. Grandma is a
staunch supporter of disc golf, and has
open arms for its people. Her door is only a
few feet from Te#1, and is always open to
those who wish to visit. Miller’s New
Ho:-izon’s begins with Grandma, and, as it
has for 15 years, theuncommon experience
of the New Horizons Open begins with
Grandma throwingout theceremonial first
disc.

In 1977, Stevan Gregory, a resident at
Miller’sNew Horizons, organized a “frisbee
golf’ tournamentto raise money for charity
programs in Grand County. Disc golf
started in Fraser independently.Steve and
his buddies, oblivious to organized disc
activity elsewhere, invented their own

game of throwing through the woods at
painted fence posts from designated “tees.”
In 1983, six years after their first
competition, the group in Fraser was

during, and sometimes after the
tournament. Tent city near Hole #18 adds
much to the shared experience of the
tournament. Talk around the evening
bonfire, midnight moonlighter rounds
through the impenetrable darkness of the
forest, the auction, and other activities all
add to the fun outside of competition. It is
impossible to leave here without feeling
you’ve shared in somethingspecial.
The Course: The “tree holes” comprise
the first 12 holes on this course. These 12
wind through a dense forest of lodgepole
pine and douglas fir trees. Narrow
fairways are carpeted with pine needles
and littered withfallen branches. Here and
there, mounted on trees, you see broken
discs; reminders that ‘Tom Tree" remains
ever on guard. The sweet smell of pine
permeates theair.

A steep descent on Hole #12 brings you
down to the base of the hill and to Hole
#13, a twisting and tortuous par 4 that
serves as a transition between the low—1it,
crowded “tree holes” and the panoramic
“meadow holes.“

The last 5 holes cross onto property
owned by a judge in Grand County.
Escaping the trees, they lead into an open
meadow thick with low—lying sage.
Removing the cover of trees, the meadow
presents a spectacular view of Grand
Valley and the surrounding mountains.
Hole #18 leads backto themain compound,
past thechoice camping spots.

Tight control of tee shots is a must. A
creative player whose skills include an

array of throws to escape tight situations
will be well rewarded. I'm not exactly
sure, since distance is rarely a
consideration on this course, but I believe
the overall lengthto be around 5600’. Most
of the “tree holes“ average close to 260’,
although there are 3 legitimate par 4
holes. The “meadow holes” stretch to about

360’. I am also uncertain of the exact
altitude, but I venture to guess Miller’s
New Horizons sits at around 9000'. (Those
discs flya long way in thethinair.)

Favorite Holes:
Hole #2 — The steepest of the uphill

holes and one of the 3 par 4 holes. Drives
aim uphill 70 yards, hoping to clear the 6’
opening between two trees at thecrest or
land near a landmarkstump. At the trees,
dog-leg left 60° and head another 70 yards
at a slight left curve down a narrow
corridor to the pin. I’ve seen beautiful
looking tee shots hit one of the two trees at
the crest and roll downhill, ending up
farther away from the hole than the tee. If
you bounce very far ofl' the fairway, eat a
stroke and throw a short shot back on or
you'll be eating several more.

Hole #7 — Another of the par 4 holes,
thishole traverses the side of thehill, with
the slope falling off to your lefi. From the
tee, drives must travel through a narrow
fairway straight for about 30 yards before
turning right towards the hole. Quick
meetings with trees leave one only hoping
for the four, while late impacts can send
you down the hill. With the right drive,
entirely withinreach for theeagle.

LookingBack

Colorado, and Fort Collins in particular,
has a history of big name disc events. We
have hosted the WFDF World Overall
Championships, FPA World Freestyle
Championships, and the Rocky Mountain
National Championships to name a few.
Cash purses at large events have been very
generous and have always been paid out as
advertised without problems. Last year,
the Rocky Mountain National
Championship had a purse of $2,000 in
cash and prizes. Close to $1,200 was paid
to 8 places in the Pro division, despite
having only 13 entrants.

Players’ packages at most events are
also substantial, including discs, meals,
and a guaranteed fun time. In Fort Collins,
strong community sponsorship has existed
for nearly 14 years. A number of local
businesses offer unsolicited support
annually. The responsible party for much
of this is The Wright Life alternative
sports store.

Bill Wright, owner of the Wright Life,
contributes immensely to the success of
disc golf in Colorado. He is a guaranteed
sponsor for any event that takes place. His
store provides players with discs, prizes,
and a central clearing house for
information. Much of his support happens
behind the scenes. Few states enjoy the
benefits of an established businessman
withBill’sdedication to the sport.

Johnny Roberts, senior grandmaster
and previous World Champion, gives
Colorado disc golf much of its spirit and
energy. His enthusiasmfor the game has
rubbed ofl‘ on every player he has met. His
open and friendly nature rarely fails to
make new friends for the sport. His
presence is a reminder that there is more
to the game thanwinning.

I mention these two individuals as
guiding influenceson where Colorado disc
golf has come from. Without them, I doubt
disc golf on Colorado would be as rich as it
is today.

LookingAhead

During the 1991 winter months, disc
golfers in Colorado gathered to hammer
out a Colorado Series tour and organize
our own disc golf association. With the
intent of installing new courses throughout
the state, we hope to create a consistent
and unified approach to city
administrationsand sponsors. Already, the
likelihood of additional courses is high in
Colorado Springs, Boulder, and Fort
Collins.

This summer, The Wright Life
will concentrate on producing the 1992
U.S. Open Overall Championships to be
held in July. Over $15,000 in cash and
prizes is already guaranteed for the
tournament.

Come play to the Heights of
Disc Golf,FlyColorado!0
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HOW I SPENT MY FALL VACATION
by CliffTowne

This little travel piece is partly about
travel (where and what to go , see, and
do), but it is mainly a chance to brag
about my good fortune disc-wise and
travel-wise in 1991. For the last couple
of years, I have been trying to transform
myself from an aging Ultimate player
who likes to golf and freestyle
occasionally into a member of that rare
species, “Playerus Overallus.”
Embracingthe philosophyof “The Most
Fim Wins” has helped me have a good
time while dealing with the frustrations
of many new games. I have explored a
lot of ways to lose DDC games and the
support of my “disc therapist” Jon
Freedman did not quite soothe the sting
of his 50-meter edge in our first distance
practices.

The training and “most fun wins”
attitude paid off for me at the 1991
Worlds Overall competition in Santa
Cruz. A great time and a world title
(Self Caught Flight) with an 85 meter
Master’s World record (Throw, Run, and
Catch), along with floor space
invitations from Australia to Texas to
Germany.

The invitations dovetailednicely with
my soon-to-expire frequent flyercoupons
good for round trip airfare to anywhere.
How could I say no to a self-
congratulatory tour of the world?

Fall found me flyinginto Amsterdam.
Jet lag was light compared to the
culture shock of a town where everyone
speaks three languages, sex is for sale
on the street, and cofiee seems to be a
metaphor for hashish in “coffee” houses
all over town.

The first day I was in Vondel Park on
a primal patch of turf where they play
old-style “Frisbee” (throw and catch).
Local Ultimate players from the Red
Lights team invited me to a party and
took good care of me throughout my
stay. Already the world tour was
proving most triumphant.

I took a train to Germany (Cliffs
travel tip #1: Trains are the way to go
in Europe. They’re cheap, they go
everywhere, and you’re talking to
people, even if they’re just kicking you
out of their reserved seat.) I was
heading to the Swiss Open and looking
for putting practice in Germany en
route. If Ultimate threw itself at me,
the plan was to catch it, of course.

Karlsruhe, home of the Gummi
Bears. What are Gummi Bears? Sweet,
extendible, and hospitable Ultimate
players. In German, it’s
Gummibarchen, for what it’s worth.
(Cliff travel tip #2: Try to speak the
language. Teachyourself a little. We're
talking a couple of verbs, to be, to like,
you know, the important stuff. The
question words: where, what, how
much, etc. Know how to order what you
want to eat. “Please” is the big one;
learn it in every language and use it a
lot. If people see you making an efibrt,
they'llbuy you beers.)

In Karlsruhe I had Freiburg on my
mind. My buddy Utto Zimmerman was
holding my next piece of floor for me,
along with Freiburg disc golf. There’s
this beautifulpark (Seepark),and Utto
has this really lightweight pole hole.
Okay, it’s not exactlylegal, but it is easy
to move. On Utto’s course, you carry the
hole around with you. I've never seen
anything like it. The pin positions on
the holes are designed so you’re pretty
much dropping thepole of on theway to
the tee pad. No sweat. (Clifl’stravel tip
#3: You can strip in public in Europe as
long as you’re close to a body ofwater, as
I found out when I put one in the drink
over the heads.of the nude sunbathers
on #6. So trunks ofi', putter in for the
par, ifyou know what I mean.)

Utto is a prince. He gifi-wrapped
12

Germany for me, especially weizen,
delicious special beer. Utto took me on
the weizen tour of Freiburg (not in
Fodor‘s, to be sure), and helped me come

up with Cliffs travel tip #4. We're
talking bread, sausage, and beer. That
will help keep you happy in Germany.

6 a.m., in a car bound for Bern.
Swiss Open 1991 here we come. Utto
says, “Cliff, you should play Masters. If
you play Masters, I thinkyou can win.”
South of the Swiss border, we ran into
Schweizer—Deutsch, which is more than
a dialect, less than a language. I got the
impression English had more words in
common with it than German watching
Ernst, Gemot, and Utto try to interpret
directions to the course.

A few wrong turns, boom, we're
there—-Gurten. It’s a special park on
the top of a mountain reached only by
funicular railway straight up a hillside
past cows banging their bells and
chewing their cud. There’s a stop

where the grass slopes away from an
elevated tee 170 meters to the pin with
threatening trees and OB pavement on
the right. 80 meters down slope, trees
on the left. We're talking power air shot
down the middle or a roller that doesn't
take 013' out of bounds.

A half-hour before the tournament, I
darted through eight holes, looked at
three, and hoped for thebest on the rest.
My first round was only four strokes
worse than I’d hoped, but fortunately
three strokes ahead of “Swiss Chris,” a
hungry local boy with his eyes on the
first place watch. (Cliffs travel tip #5:
Stock up on floor space. While in Bern, I
ran into Mikko Laakso, my Finnish
buddy from the Worlds, and got his firm
commitment to lend me his floor if I ever
make it to Helsinki. I also got a travel
partner to Milan,but that’s later.)

Jefi' Blount of Minnesota offered me
his floor space and his girl (just kidding,
Lori, unless you like the idea). BothJeff

“ Try to speak the language..."please"is thebigone;
learn it in every language and use it alot. If people
see you making an effort, they'llbuy you beers. ”

halfway up for the people who live there
and a ski jump at the top that’s in use

year-round. They shoot down the wood
slats of the ramp and land on the slickly
surfaced slope. The park is 20% devoted
to kids with a little tooting train that
winds through swings, climbing forts
and an alpine forest.

The rest of the park is beautiful
rolling hills with a great view of Bern
and the Alps. Didn’t see too many bad
views of the Alps, them being the Alps
and all. Every year, Urs Handt and the
Swiss disc golfers bring up pole holes,
set up the same course, and give away
gold and watches to thewinners.

The course is mainly reachable holes
with quite a few blind tee shots and a

couple of long holes to keep things
exciting. The best hole is long #11

 
and Mikko were withinstriking distance
of the leader in the Open division at the
end of the first day. Favorite Chris
Voigt-Eberle from Weilheim, Germany
was the leader. coming off his win at the
German Open a week prior.

Disc golf room at the youth hostel:
we‘re talking minis, hackey sacks. and
smelly socks, definite signs of a
subculture.

Nobody bombed Switzerland, so
unlike some German cities, Bern has
remained intact for a long time. At
night the city exudes an alien sense of
antiquity that packs a wallop you sure
don’t get looking down the streets of
L.A., where age is measured in billions
sold.

Day two: I got that round I
wanted, four strokes better than

yesterday. I was making some more
drives, and the putts started falling.
Nobody could catch me: “Swiss Chris”’
sidearm Eclipses were not going where
he wanted. The watch was mine and the
watch was fine. When “Swiss Chris”
tried to trade me the second—place gold
for it, I had to politely decline.

We dodged wasps as we watched the
Open finals. For the finals, they made
the“Motherof all elevated tees.” Higher
than Top of the World at De Laveaga in
Santa Cruz and long enough to change
time zones, hole #6 at Gurten gave us
some thrillingdrives as the front runner
faltered with a bogey. Voigt-Eberlewas
strong after that to hold off against
Mikko’s steady power and a charge from
Jeff Blount. Eberle wins the watch and
Jeff nabs second—place gold.

The next day, Mikko and I are
locomoting over theAlps to Milan. Did I
say the Alps were beautiful? I
understated it. As this is a disc golf
magazine, I’ll spare you the details of
Italian Ultimate (Milano and Rimini
both had full women's teams) and
Italian freestyle (in Rimini there’s this
crazed Euro—styler named Claudio who
is BIG energy). Travel tip #6: Red wine,
pasta, and art will help you enjoy Italia.
A flurry of do’s and dont’s: DO youth
hostels in Germany and Switzerland.
DON'T the youth hostel in Milan.
DON’T pack too much. DO use the
lockers at the train stations to stash the
stuff you shouldn’t have packed.

On the train again through the Alps
(they’restill pretty), headed for my flight
home from Munich. I found myself
trying to figure out disc golf. Why do I
like this frustrating game? Each time I
step up to make a shot, all the
possibilitiesare right there. glory with
an ace or goathood with an OB. The
best stuff happens if I step up to that
shot with a clean slate unconcernedwith
the prior holes, and use each throw as

an opportunity to do the Best Ian. I
know I sound like venerable Master
Kung Flew, “Yes, Grasshopper, you
must BE the disc...And remember, most
fun wins.” 3
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May
Channahon Classic (Am event)
CommunityPark;Channahon, IL
Gary Lewis (815) 725-8964

Auburn Amateur
Auburn Regional Park;Auburn, CA
Bob Jere: (916) 888-1071

Seneca Creek Soiree
Seneca Creek State Park;Gaithersburg,MD
Craig G-anglofl' (301) 384-4068

UCF Tight Flights
University ofCentral Florida;Orlando,FL
Marshall Scribner (407) 894-8213

WillBogus Open
WillRogers Park;OklahomaCity,OK
Tim Wiederkehr (214) 498-6782

Grateful Disc FrisbeeFestival
Colorado sum University; Ft. Collins,co
13111 Wright (303) 434-5932

Charlotte Open
Reedy Creek Park;Charlotte, NC
Alan Beaver (704) 847-4891

Mayhem at Seven Oaks
Seven Oaks Park;Nashville,TN
Sterling Overton (615) 834-6335

and Annual Spring Challenge
Sugar Bottom Park;Iowa City,IA
Mike Donnelly (319) 338-7&7

Sprins Flint
MorleyField; San Diego, CA
SnapperPier'son (619) 230-3472

Lakewood Open
Lakewood Park;White Center, WA
Mr. and Mrs. Shields (206)670-2548

ChannahonClassic (Pro event)
CommunityPark;Channahou, IL
Garylewis (815) 725-8964

Wu-ld'sBiggestDiscGollTournamesst
Yourhsmstownandeoursep-our
ullJohnllouek(611)4663322
6thJohn KramerOpen
WildwoodPark;Ottumwa, IA
Tom Cremer (515)683-3658

Eugene Fling
Westmoreland Park;Eugene, OR
Roland Van Bibber(503) 257-8201

Boulder FlyingDisc Festival
Harlow Flatts Park;Boulder, CO
Geoff l-lungerford (303) 666-5924

Riverside Glide Classic
Riverside Park;'l\ilsa,OK
Rick Neil (918)622-6648

Bob West Disc Daze
Scottsdale, AZ
David Demery (606)949-7015

Capital ofTexasOpen
Pease Park;Austin, TX
Kevin Roberts (512)323-2302

Melbourne Open
Wickham Park;Melbourne, FL
David Porter (407) 727-8498

Windjammer
BrandywineCreek State Park;Rockland, DE
BillYerd (302)652-3799

The Great Pyramid Disc GolfEvent
Meenian-Shelby State Park;Memphis, TN
Bob Thurman(901) 377-8355

Sinnissippi Open
Sinnissippi Park;Sterling, IL
Terry Batten (815) 626-2420

Japan Open
Shows Park;Tokyo,Japan
NolvuysKobayashl 03-378-I212

Octad
PerkiornenValleyPark:Oaks, PA
FrankSenk,Jr. (216) 661-108

,
Paris Open
Bradely Park;Peoria, IL
Marshall Hopkins (309) 688-7114
Pepsi Rocket City Super Tour
UAH; Huntsville,AL
BillWagnon (M6) 868-2313

Par infinityClassic
Arcata, CA
Woody Packer (707) 442-8518

May23-24

May 23-24

May 23-24

May 30-31

Maysosi

May 31

June 6-7

June 67

June 6-7

June 6-7

June 6-7

June 6-7

June7

June 7

June 13

June 13

June 13-14

June 18-14

June 13-14

June 13-14

June 13-14

June 13-14

June 20

June 20

June 20

June20

June I)-21

June 20-21

14thAnnual Norman Pro-Am
NE Lions Park;Norman, OK
Kent Johnson (406)364-4156

Island Fling
Ward Island Disc GolfCourse; Toronto, Ontario
Bob Blakely (416) 699-5755

Fantasy Fling
Lions Park;Lss Vegas. NV
Mike Cloyes (702)454-2144

Do-Dsh 0Pen
Herman HillPark;Wichita, KS
MarkJennings (316)688-0034

Toronto FlyingDisc Championships
CenntennialPark;Etobieoke,Ontario
WallaceKenny (416) 278-4684

New Lenox Open
Haines Wayside Park;New Lenox, IL
Gary Lewis (815) 725-8964

* * * * III

June

HighlandSprings Country Open (Pro)
HighlandSprings Park;Lskeport, CA
Nelson McNorton (707) 274-1016

BrandenburgOpen
Meade Olin Park,Brandenburg,KY
Larry Cave (502)935-0978

ArkansasDiscGolfChampionships
Burns Park;North Little Rock, AR
PrestonCowan(50l)562-6089

Haikey Creek Open
_Haikey Creek Park;Tulsa, OK

Rick Neil (918)622-6648

Swope ParkDisc GolfOpen
Swope Park.Kansas City,MO
Rid Ernpson (816)8134”

Joseph DavisOpen
Joseph Davis State Park;Lerwiaton, NY
Royce Bacinowski (716) 482-8697

NorthParkOpen
North Park.Seattle, WA
Mr. & Mrs. Shields (206)670-2548

Baltimore Open
Druid HillPark;Baltimore, MD
Norm Eckstein (301) 484-5178

PhiladelphiaOpen
Fairmont Park;Philadelphia,PA
Barry Noakes (609) 461-8579

My Waterloo Days
Exchange Park;Waterloo, IA
D.L. Redman (319) 296-1747

9th Horizons ParkClassic
Horizons Park;Winston-Salem, NC
Ray Adams (919) 744-0213

Circular Skies Carrollton (Pro-Am)
GreenbeltPark;Carrollton, TX
John Houck (512)459-3322

8thCircus City Open
Maconaquah/MississinewaParks;Peru, IN
Ken Brown (317) 472-4000

10thHorizons ParkClassic
Horizons Park;Winston-Salem, NC
Ray Adams(919) 744-0213

SylmarDisc GolfChampionships
Veterans Memorial Park;Sylmar,CA
Mike Byme (805) 297-8201

Memorial ParkClassic
Memorial Park;Arvada, CO
Gary Davidson (303) 231-9375

Minnesota Majestic
NorthValleyPark;Inver Grove Heights, MN
Brian Lally (612)423-6632

Iowa State Overall FlyingDisc Championships
WildwoodPark;Ottumws, IA
Bob Kramer (515) 933-4588

Dead Dog Woods Open
French Creek State Park;Elverson, PA
Dave Tomaazewski (215) 689-4599

Virginia Beach Open
BayvilleFarms DGC; Virginia Beach. VA
Cap'n Snap (301)632-0830

16thAnnual SoutheasternNationals
Nortliside Park;Gainesvllle,PL
Tom Monroe (904) 378-8688

Summer Solstice at Cedars
Cedars of lebanon Park;Lebanon, TN
Steve Hardie (615) 297-5040

L
June 20-21 McClure Mania '92

McClure Park;Tulsa,OK
David King (918)622-4472
11thGreat [aka Open
Firefighters ParisTroy,MI
Bob Huston (313) 38-0779

June I)-21

June 20-21
Roosevelt Park,Albuquerque, NM
Sherm Haworth (505) 255-2423

June 20-21 Berlin Open
Berlin, Germany
Vim Schneider 01-149303244890

June 21 GolfWarat Warwick
WarwickPark;Knauertown,PA
Jim Powers (215) 363-0464

June 27 Olsthe Open
Prairie Center Park;Olathe, KS
Ned Smethers (913) 829-5555

June 27-28 Portland Disc GolfChampionship
Mt Tabor Park;Portland, OR
Roland Van Bibber(503) 257-8201

June 27-28 Fritz Open
Fritz Park;Irving, TX
Ernest Hickman(214) 253-3427

June 27-28 Duck Golf

E

5thNew Mexico State Championships

Burke Lake Park;Fairfax Station,VA
Dave Steger (703)878-6870

June 27-28 FlattsClassicVIII
VA Bar-rle Park;St. Thomas.ONT
Bob Harris (618)633-7830

June 28 Rains End
Fort SteilaeoomPark;Tacoma,WA
Roger Colling (206)775-9102

June 28 Indiana State Championships
Riverside Park;Hammond, IN
Brian Cummings (219) 836-8240

June 28 3rd Annual TurkeyShoot
TurkeyCreek Rec. Area; Coralville,IA
Eric Danielson (319) 339-0946

July 4 Todd ParkOpen
Todd Park;Austin, MN
Scott Schied (507)433-9410

July 4-5 Gateway Open
Creve Coeur Lake Park;St. Louis, MO
Arnie Essenpries (314)428-3149

July 5 Flatts Classic (Arns only)
St. Thomas,ONT
Bob Harris (519)633-7830

July 5 Moraga FirecrackerPro-Am
Moraga Commons Park; Moraga, CA
Michael Cozzens (510)339-6269

July 5 Central Iowa Doubles Challenge
Dale Maffitt Reservoir; Des Moines, IA
Steve Nixt (515)999-2279

July 7-11
Rochester, NY
Jim Pslrneri (716)292-0686

Julyl0-12 Mid America Disc GolfOpen

World Seniors FlyingDisc Championships

Albert-OaklandPark;Columbia,MO
Alex Dadant (314)442-5892

July 11 Central ParkOpen
Central Park;Grand Forks, ND
Charles Straub (701) 775-2750

July 11-12 Western Canadian Championships
Vancouver,BC
Brent Volk (604) 325-8545

July 11-12 Disc-n-TuckyChampionships
BanklickWoods Park; Independence, KY
Doug Aulick (606)341-0036

July 11-12 College Park99 Disc GolfTourney
Calvert Road Park;College Park,MD
MarkCzurnak (301)459-7969

July 11-12 Skelleftea Open
Skellefiea,Sweden
Tomas Ekstrom 01146-910-52293

Albatross Amateur
Ukiah, CA
PatrickDeheer (707)463-2077

July 18-19

July 18-19 Okie Doubles Championships
Woodson Park;OklahomaCity, OK
DarylJohnson (415) 721-5411

July 18-19 Rochester FlyingDisc Open
Ellison Park;Rochester, NY
Royce Racinowski(716)482-8697



 

N D A R
July 18-19 1992 Lakefront Open Aug 1-2 Mighty Shunga-Nunga Open Aug 29 Riverside Open

Warriors PathState Park;Kingsport, TN Topeka, KS ' Riverside Park;St. Cloud, MN
Vernon Kimball (615)239-9037 Bruce Hudson (913)267-2608 Tim Mackey(612)255-0966

July 18-19 3 Rivers Open Aug 2 Fort Dodge Open Aug 29 AdobeDisc Open
Shoaf Park;Fort Wayne, IN Snell-Crawford Park;Ft. Dodge, IA Ashbaugh Park;Santa Fe, NM
T.S. Condor (219)422-8687 Doug Iseminger (515)576-5547 Sherm Hnworth (505) 255-2423

July 13-19 3rd Comhusker Disc GolfOpen Aug 8-9 Earle Brewer Pro-Am Aug 29-30 Helsingborg Open
Interstate Park;Lincoln. NE Earle Brewer Park;Grand Rapids, MI Helsingborg, Sweden
Albert.Nelson (402)344-0416 Karl Hellwig (616) 458-2956 Mats Bengtsson

July 20-28 U.S. Open Aug 8-9 15thOklahomaState Championships
CSU; City/EldornParks,Ft. Collins, CO Haikey Creek Park;Tulsa, OK
BillWright (303)484-6932 Rick Neil (918)622-6648

July 22-28 PDGA World Amateur Championships Aug 8-9 Aquatic ParkClassic (Pro only)
Indianapolis,IN Berkeley,CA
Jerry Suiter (617)356-1459 Rett Smart (510)843-5423

July 24-28 LaurelSprings Open
I

Aug 8-9 U.K. GolfChampionships::3:.?,f.."1%z;a":r;.::“'S""“"° §:::“;:,::..’E,"::*::3 Tm-mum-mnwmmm
' '

no box are highly recommended based
July 25 12th IllinoisState Championships Aug 15-16 Can-Am Finals upon past field size, purse and some

(Am II and otherAm divisions) Hoover Reservoir; Columbus,OH uniqugng‘West Park;Joliet. IL Brent Hannhrick (614) 792-1289
G Le ' (815)725-8964“V ‘“‘

M3,, ,,,,,,,,D,,,,,,,,.,, Not all tournaments listed are PDGA
July 26 12th Illinoissum Championships (Pro and Am I) KillensPond Park;Felton, DE sanctioned, and not an tournaments havegee: 8964

5”“wi“°“°9“"‘3°2’73“393 bothamateurand prolessionaldivisions, so

Aug 16 mghland ParkOpen call theevent director before traveling. To
HighlandPark;St. Paul,MN have your disc sporting event published in

* * * * * Bill Ashton (612)644-0507 the Disc GolfJournal Calendar. please
A“17% PDGAworld Chmpiomhim write or call us with the necessary

- information.August naa....,m
Duane Utech (313)656-5111

- — ~
“"32” W“P“ ”""“"“" 1801 RichardsonDr 06Aug 1-2 13thOhlo State.Champ1onsh1ps smckwn’CA 0)gmgmmnw:8;'k52:2I7’=>'*.°'.=»OH Charlie Callahan (916)626-3718 Urbano,R.81801

“*3” ' (217)344-3552
Aug 1 2 New Horizons Open Aug 29 Oregon State Overalls

- 'I‘i be P k; E da, OR
M31935 New H0fi1°!IB; FY8891‘.C0 V3; 3ib:::l(i503)257.3201 GOOC hlflk30 all GV6fitstall, andneu&er
Geoff I-Iungerford (303)666-5924 go ‘and‘u.1» l...uu..

_
Aug 29-30 1992 WinthropOpenAns 1-2 S¢°°kh°‘m 91“0°“09°" Lakefront at WinthropCollege; Rock Hill,scSW°kh°1m- Sweden Hal-old Duvall (803)366-5028Jonas Bengtsson 01146-8-7590583

MAY 9th, 1992
...at a course near you

Be there for Disc Golf's
greatest day ever, and

bring 3 friends. $10 entry
includes golf disc and
t-shirt. For the course

nearest you, write or call:
___T____—__v’*_*'___:j Circular Productions
DISC GOLF TOURNAMENT P.O. Box 792

Austin, TX 78767-0792
(512)459-3322

M488/V: 6/4//7/'68scree/rpr/'//t///,4 <2‘-a 1; MN’ -, orvjn r_s c‘s
Officiol Screenprinters of the World's Official Disc of the wonds

Biggest Disc Golf Tournament Biggest Disc Golf Tournament
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For the past eight years lnnova-Champion Discs has been
the leader in Golf Disc Design. With the introduction of our

patented beveled rim discs in 1983 we changed the perception
of what a disc could do. lnnova-Champion Discs manufacturers

the most complete line of discs in the industry.

Ask for our new
Viper and Jaguar golf discs!

The next time you go out to the course

Don't settle for the imitators, fly with the innovators.
INNOVA-CHAMPION DISCS

“I735 Monticello Ct., Ontario, CA 91 7E3’l [7’l4] 947-7885



DISC GOLF VARIATIONSFROM NEW ENGLAND
by Steve Hartwell

There are as many ways thatdisc golf
has been played in New England as
there are types of weather in the region.
While there is yet to be a permanent
public disc golf course with poleholes in
any of the six New England states, there
is an abundance of creative disc golf
activity. I thought it would be
interesting to share two of these in
hopes of stimulating new ways to play
our favorite sport.

A Change of Target
With the dearth of poleholes in the

area, New Englanders have to get used
to playing object courses much of the
time. We all know thatuniformly taped
posts or trees make the most consistent
targets, but sometimes these are not
available. Besides, say our course 

 

 

the front side of the hoop to be used to
place a premium on making the shot the
first time.

The One-By-One: How about an

inexpensive idea for a portable disc golf
target? The one-by-one fits the bill
nicely. It's a 1" x 1” x 4 R. piece of wood
nailed to a wooden base with a brightly
colored fastback(or any other unwanted
disc) fastened to the top. Despite being
an object target, it clearly indicates if a
putt is true by moving or falling over.
The one-by-one is tricky, since the most
surface area to shoot at is the disc, but
its placement is on top to give you the
most anguish ifyou miss.

These are only some of the favorite
New England disc golf targets. Others
include picnic area grill grates (wait
until the fire is long extinguished),
gravestones, a ceramic piece of chimney
liner (makes a great sound when hitl),

 

Wu er disc golfut Bow Lake, Struffurd, NH - return shot from the raft to polehole on shore.

designers, why not get a bit creative; it
really makes for interesting putting!
Here are some of our favorites:

The Rock Ring: In the tradition of
the New England stone wall, carefully
line the perimeter of a 3 to 4 foot circle
with rocks. Clean out the interior so its
smooth and flat, and build up the rock
ring to between 6 and 12 inches. Spray
paint the rocks orange for visibility. The
disc is in if any part of it touches the
ground of the rings center. Putts really
need finesse. You need not only vertical
and horizontal accuracy,but also the
right velocity or the putt can easily
bounce out.

The Milk Crate: This one must
have been invented by a vengeful dairy
farmer. Secure a standard plastic milk
crate (generally two to three foot square
and one foot deep) either to the ground,
or preferably to a two to three foot tree
stump. Curse and scream as you watch
your putts go sailing over the top time
after time! Butterfly and other touch
putts sometimes help the cause, but
sometimes a prayer works best.

The Tree Basket: Designed to
blend withMother Nature, an ideal tree
basket is formed from a tree with
multiple branches around a center
cavity about 3 feet off the ground. Use
chicken wire, pipes or wood slats wedged
in the proper places to form a basket
that can be reached only through
openings between the branches.
Generally,only one or two openings are
to be found, making putts nearly
impossible if you approach the tree from
thewrong angle.

The Accuracy Hoop: Why not?
The standard disc accuracyhoop makes
a great disc golf target on a super long
hole, inviting going for it all in hopes of
a deuce or a three. It works best with a
net attached to be sure of a successful
shot. The diabolical course designer will
make sure other objects are around to
cut down the angles, and will require

and a manufactured creation called the
“Gobbler” (I’ll leave it to your
imagination). What are your favorites?
How about a “Target of the Month”
picture for Disc GolfJournal?

A Change of Fairway
When the dog days of August roll

around in New England and it’s 90
degrees in the shade, we’ve ofien wished
there was an alternative to sweaty
slogging through our typical woodsy
course, chased by mosquitoes and
prickers with not a breath of wind in
sight. About five years ago, I decided to
experiment with changing the “fairway”
to beat the heat. Whether practicingor

PEPSI Presents...
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playing, using water as a fairway helps
the disc skills, keeps you cool, and
provides plenty of fun and stimulus for
the imagination.

My variety of Water Disc Golf
requires a relatively clean lake, with
visibilityto the bottom from the surface.
Next, you need an anchored target of
some kind in no more than 10 to 15 feet
of water. I use an eight by eight foot
wooden swimmer’s rafi (as long as the
swimmers aren’t around), and
sometimes go to the trouble of putting a

plastic polehole target on it. Finally,
you need a place or places to throwfrom.
I use the beachon shore, about 225 feet
away. Now take a dozen or so similar
golf driving discs and fire away, trying
to hit the target. No matter ifyou hit or
miss, unless you’re shooting from 20 feet
away or you’re awfully lucky, those discs
willwind up in thewater and sink to the
bottom. But never fear! Just don your
trusty dive mask, snorkel, and flippers,
plunge into the lake, and DIVE FOR
THEM! Once retrieved, you board your
target and fire them back, maybe even
to a poleholeon shore.

Back and forth, until your arm gets
sore or you’ve had your fill of diving, it’s
a great way to beat the heat! A strong
caveat, however, should be noted. Be
sure you’re a strong enough
swimmer/diverto retrieve the numberof
discs you throw in. The more discs you
throw, the more you spray your shots in
different directions, or the deeper and
murkier the water, the more time and
energy you’ll spend on the water portion
of the exercise, and the more dangerous
it becomes if you’re chilled, tired, or

waterlogged.
Here are some suggestions to relieve

frustration and prevent lost discs
(learned the hard way over many hours).
Keep good mental track of the
approximate area where each disc went
down before you retrieve the discs, or be
prepared to swim fruitlessly near to the
left of your target when the missing disc
went way right. Better yet, have a
bystander help you spot the discs and
call out directions as you’re swimming.

Use brightly colored discs. Red,
orange, yellow and white seem to be the
most visible on the relatively murky
bottoms of New England lakes. If you’re
fortunate enough to try this in sandy-
bottomed Florida waters, just about any
color will do. In addition, it’s nice to
have an identifying characteristic to
remember each disc you throw (the
heavy red Cobra, the orange beat up

Memorial Day
HQ ~

* $7000+ Purse!
is Trophies & Prizes!

V is-Super‘ .

Deulii
.

£1

yerzs

Divisions: Pro (

ockoge!

Open/Masters/Women)-- $50
Amateur I‘ -- $30

Registration closes 8:00 PM Friday,May 22nd.
Call for hotel info (reduced rate at Holiday Inn).

‘Sorry, no Am ll players (beginners, novices). The Chain Gang
will host an All Amateur tournament later in the summer:

I 91’-':'E'—i"-' ‘f ‘

Rocket City

Vortex), to aid in rememberingwhat disc
went where. If you’re down to diving for
your last disc, and you rememberwhich
one it was, you might remember where
you threwit.

Half the fun of this form of disc golf
practice, besides the great exercise it
provides, is the varying ways to “keep
score,” either with yourself or with a

partner or two. You are aiming at a
target, irrespective of how many feet of
water it’s in, so give yourself two points
for hitting it in the air and one for a
bounce ofi“ the water. And if you ever
land it on top, or put a polehole on your
raft and ace it, give yourself a few
hundred points!

There is even a way to score the
diving portion — how well are the discs
grouped (and how strong a diver are
you)? Count the number of discs you
threw and subtract the numberof dives
you made to retrieve them. Try to get as
many discs as possible on each dive -
easy if you landed themall right around
the target! Averaging anythingabove
two discs per dive (or five dives to
retrieve ten discs) is very good.

Water disc golf, though never
destined to be an Olympic sport, is
definitely addicting. I’m not sure
whether it’s the anticipation of the
water or shore-bound ace, going for 10
discs in one dive, or just keeping thearm
in a groove, but I can’t wait until the ice
goes out thisyear!

A Change, A Choice
I hope the these ideas stimulate new

ways to enjoy our favorite sport. I’d be_
very interested in hearing from anyone
with additional ideas and experiences on
disc golf targets and water disc golf.
Happy landings! Cl

About the Author: Steve Hartwell is
president and co-founder of NEFA, the
New England Flying Disc Association.
He also the editor of the annual PDGA
Course Directory, which tracks the
whereabouts and status of all disc golf
courses in the world. When not flying
discs, Steve resides in Massachusetts
with his wife Joy (also a disc enthusiast)
and two future Junior chumps, Wesley, 2
1/2 and Darren, 6 months. He welcomes
correspondence at 137 Chestnut Street,
North Reading, MA 01864. Grateful
acknowledgmentsto T.M. Dyer for target
photographs and T.M., Jason
Southwick, Sunny Cade, Todd Brodeur
and BillMacWilliamsfor target ideas.

“lécw Rocket City
Super Tournament

Weekend, May 23-24
Univ. of Ala. in Huntsville <UAHl Campus

Gish Bug
PO Box 3933

Huntsville, Al 35810
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RivmsmnPARK,HAMMOND, INDIANA

AMATEUR EVENT
SATURDAY, JUNE 27, 1992

1 1 :00 A.M. TEE

Pno EVENT
SUNDAY, JUNE 28, 1992

10:00 A.M. TEE

54 HOLES ON SUNDAY

$300 ADDED TO PURSE

BRIAN CUMMIINGS #1739
8036 JEFFERSON

NIUNSTER, IN 46321
[219] 836-8240

FREE AccoMaDATIoNs AT BRIAN '3 HOUSE

Supplying all your
disc golf supplies
and accessories:

*Discraft, Innova, Lightning, Wham-0 golfdiscs
*Cust0m stamped discs
*WallCity golfbags
*Sp0rtof the 90's T-shirts
*Tie-DyeT-shirts
*Ass0rteddesign T-shirts
*Sweatshirts
*Kn0w Wear golfpants and shorts
*Ass0rteddesign hats
*Assorteddesign towels
*Minis
*Stickers
*Buttons

To get prices or place an order write or call:
Dan Bayless #5630

6009 Vine St. #2
Cincinnati,OH 45216

See ya’ on (513)242-9030
the course

or call
Dan Bayless

11']
Cincinnati,Ohio
(513)242-9030

F FFFFFI-'FFFFFFH%ANTASYFLING MEMORIAL

|i§l'_'.'| E‘.i2~}.E5Jé l iii-§_~’§“7%5-13

Course to be pulled in 1993

May 23rd & 24th P.D.G.A.
All Divisions

SATURDAY SCHEDULE
Registration: 7:00 A.M. — 8:00 A.M.

Players Meeting: 8:30 A.M.
First Round: 9:00 A.M. - OPEN

Players Meeting: 10:30 - A.M.
Second Round: 11:00 A.M. — All other divisions

Third Round: 1:00 P.M. - OPEN
Fourth Round: 3:00 P.M. — All other divisions

SUNDAY SCHEDULE
First Round: 9:00 A.M. - OPEN.

Second Round: 11:00 A.M. - All other divisions
Third Round: 1:00 P.M. - OPEN

Fourth Round: 3:00 P.M. - All other Divisions

ENTFIY FEE
$32 - OPEN

MASTERS
GRANDMASTERS
WOMEN

$12 - AMATEUR I & II
UONS PARK - 1000 Las Vegas Blvd. North
Mail Entry with PDGA # & Division to:

Mike Cloyes
5950 Via Aquario Dr.
Las Vegas, NV 89122

For Information: (702)454-2144
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RUN A TOURNAMENT (CONCLUSION)

by Doug Aulick

CommunicationsDirector
In the first series on ‘How to Run a

Tournament," I created ten questions for
potential 'I‘D’s to answer. My intent was
to clarify your commitment and survey
your tournament's main objectives.
Many of these questions also need to be
conveyed to the disc golfcommunity. All
agencies, including players, sponsors,
magazines, the PDGA, parks
departments, and disc golf clubs need to
be informed before, during, and after the
tournament regarding “who, what,
when, where, and how.”

Once again, the TD orchestrates this
scenario. The Director of
Communications, however, should be an
individual who can combine graphics
and written word to convey information
and reports necessary to attract players,
generate revenue, advertise sponsors,
and inform magazines and the PDGA.

The Communication Director helps
all directors know what the others are

cheaply and effectively. Any flyer
should include the tournament's title,
place, time, date, TD name and phone,
divisions, field size, entry fee,
sponsorship, lodging, and travel
arrangements. Also include a cutout
section for the player’s name, address,
phone, division, and PDGA number.
This is also a good time to mention
player’s packages, pre-registration
discounts, parties, putting contest, and
so on. Pass these out when traveling to
tournaments and mail them to past year
entrants.

Disc Golf Publications are a
sure-fire way to tell the disc golf
community about your tournament,
create excitement, raise revenue, and fill
the field. Because this space costs
money, carefully choose the message you
want to convey. Be sure to mention
sponsors by name. Spend a dime and
call the publication editors to ask for
their input. They might want camera-
ready artwork or other preparatory
measures.

“ Flyers are probably thebest methodto convey
loads of informationcheaply and effectively. ”

doing and when each task needs to be
completed. In other words, this director
stays in touch with the other directors
and then communicates their-good work
to the disc golfcommunity.

There are three basic lines of
communication. Support of your club
members is first. Let's make this
simple. Make an outline of what needs
to be done, and let your directors go over
this and recruit necessary help. Go over
all formats and programs with local
members until you have the necessary
commitment and support.

Second, prepare a business plan for
your parks department. Explain their
role in the execution of your tournament
and give them a timetable. (Example:
Mow fairways a week before the
tournament.) This helps them organize
their work force and is written proof
that the parks department is aware of
and approves your endeavor. This is
very important since permission by
parks is necessary to get liability
insurance from thePDGA.

The third line of communication is
between your club and the PDGA. This
involves obtaining a form from your
regional director and selecting dates.
Fill out the form and mail it with your
entry fees. After the PDGA approves
your dates, then your tournament listing
will appear in Disc Golfer. Although
this is a great service, it certainly is not
the last word in effective communication
or promoting a successful outing.

You must inform players using
various sources. These include:
1. Flyers
2. Disc golf publications
3. Your publicity director
4. Notices to disc golfclubs
5. Communication at and about lodging
6. Communication at course and during
tournament
7.Communication following the
tournament to PDGA and other related
parties.

Since we don’t have the to print
complete forms, flyers, maps, and letters
of communication, I'll just briefly
describe the above methods of
communication.

Flyers are probably the best
method to convey loads of information

 
Using your publicity director

serves a duel purpose. It achievesgoals
covered in the publicity section and
informs players and the community
about your tournament. Use the success
of your publicity director with TV and
radio to conduct three avenues of
information—informing players,
mentioning sponsors, and promoting the
sport. Radio is less time restrictive and
allows interviews for furtherpromotion.

A concentrated promotion effort
by using local disc golf clubs assures a
good turnout from your region and
surrounding states. Obtain a list of
clubs within a six-hour drive of your
location. Write a letter to the
responsible person in each club and ask
them to pass out flyers for your
tournament. The sooner this is done,
thebetter the response.

The host lodging is the
communication center for all events.
List the host motel on your flyer and
make special information available at
the front desk for all players (i.e. course
maps, local restaurants, etc.).
Communicationhere will save you many
phone conversations. If the place
players stay supplies this information,
anxiety is reduced and the tournament
weekend is more enjoyable.

Communication at the course
is the last avenue of informing players.
Early and late arrivals can pick up maps
of the course and travel routes to
lodging. Now is the time to tell players
about specific course rules and other
tournament info (times, special contests,
etc.). Even though the TD addresses
this during the players’ meeting, there is
no substitute for printed information in
the players’ package. Don’t give anyone
an excuse to bash your tournament
becauseof an oversight.

Following the tournament,
reporting results and recognizing
contributors is a must! Don’t forget to
mail tournament results to the PDGA
and other publications. The PDGA must
have these results to compute points for
the World tournament. Also be sure to
recognize and send a card of thanks to
those who made the tournament
possible, including helpers, officials,
sponsors, and media.

Competition Directorl
Course Design
Duties and Objectives:
1. Work closely withparkboard.
2. Create competitive and fair course.
3. Standardize equipment when
possible.
4. Give detailed but simple directions at
each hole and tee pad.
5. Map course design and make it
availableto all players.
6. Have necessary tools on hand.
7. Get to course early.

The condition ofyour course and plan
of a temporary course will be the main
conversation topic on tournament day.
Your overall success is judged by your
field of play. Your course will probably
not please everyone, but preparation
and fairness will eliminate most
negative feedback. Much of what we
will address in discussing creation of a

temporary course can also be useful for
thosewitha permanent course.

The first objective is to locate 18
poleholes through local players or the
PDGA and a large area (public parks or
privately—owned farms) to lay out your
course. Accompany any inquiries with a
plan for course setup and environmental
protection (trash containers and cleanup
crew). Leaving the environment in a
better condition than you found it
promotes a positive image for the sport
and may mean a future permanent
course.

Next, use survey flags to stake tee
pads and pin placements. Adopt a
philosophythatyour course must be fair
yet challenging to all players. Include
an equal numberof hyzer, anhyzer, and
straight shots. This eliminates negative
feedback that your course favors certain
players. Also try to include various
types of topography and a variety of
wooded, open, and water areas to keep
the course from becomingmonotonous.

You must get others to test your
creation ask ask for suggestions and
comments after several rounds. Hold a
meeting to discuss possible
improvements. Move your survey flags
and repeat this process until everyone is
in accord. You might invite some
seasoned pros to act as an “oversight
committee." A word of caution: I have
yet to see a course that was totally
accepted if it catered to only one type of
player. In other words, a long course is
not necessarily the best course, and
difficulty is usually obtained by a large
varietyof shots.

Once the placement of tee pads and
poleholes is complete, you are ready to
prepare the fairways. Tee pads should
be level and provide a good foundation
and dirt or grass pads should have some

type of material (woodchips, sawdust,
sand) nearby in case of rain. These will
not serve as a substitute for permanent
pads, but are a great improvement over
a sloppy mud surface.

The next step in your game plan is to
go over the course with park
maintenance and your club work crew.
List all jobs and their completion
deadlines. Delegate each item of
responsibilityand make a list of tools to
perform these objectives. Remember to
draw a detailed design of each hole
showing the preferred flight path,
distance, mandos, OB, and next tee
markers. I have been to tournaments
where this was not displayed and it was
not kindly received.

Typically,the park system will cut,
trim, and manicure your fairways and
roughs. You should tell them where and
how you want this done. The park
should also provide trash containers,

restrooms, and a shelter for registration
and score posting. Additional tools you
may need are: shovel, bowsaw,
pushbroom, rake, levelling shims for
portable poleholes, hammer, nails,
plastic buckets, water jugs, ball of
string, wire, pliers, duct tape,
posterboard, markers, and a pickup
truck for portable courses.

A few days prior to the big event,
check the course for flaws and last
minute details. Arrive at the course a
few hours early and mend baskets, mark
OB’s, check tee pads, and secure the
play area with signs warning the public
thata tournament is in progress. Flying
discs can cause injuries!
TournamentPlay Director
Objectivesand duties:
1. Coordinate all activities with
committee heads involved in
tournament play.
2. Make sure officials, scorers, and
helpers are in place.
3. Orchestrate tournament play.
4. Oversee scoring.
5. Manage pairings and flights before
rounds.
6. Coordinate transportation to and from
course for players and personnel.
7. Prepare for upcoming day of
tournament play.

The tournament play director is faced
with the tremendous task of running a
smooth tournament. Are officials
prepared for their tasks? Do they know
special rules pertaining to the course?
Who do theycontact in case of a conflict?

In terms of scoring, this director
needs to know the system used, the
method for pairing groups, the number
of flights, and determination of final
round and playoff play. This director
also supervises registration and signup
of all players, includinglate arrivals.

Finally, the TD needs to do the
followingbefore competition begins:
1. Welcome players.
2. Acknowledgesponsors, helpers, world
class players, parks department, and
major promoters.
3. Go over course rules.
4. Go through all 18 holes and point out
spotters, OB and mandos, 2 minute mle.
and inclementweatherrule.
5. Times of lunch break, rounds, and
parties.
6. Remind players of course courtesy
and sportsmanship.
7. Acknowledgemedia and spectators.
8. Thank players and begin play with
some sort of sounding device after all
have reached tee pads.

Basically, the successful
tournament tries to answer questions
and eventualities before they happen.
Remember, “An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.”

In conclusion, I would like to thank
Tom Schlueter and Disc GolfJournal for
providing a forum for this series. I
welcome any phone calls or letters. For
those hosting World Championship
tournaments, I have written a manual
with greater detail on the subject.
Please do not hesitate to call if I can be
of assistance. J

Doug Aulick
3065 Brookwood Dr.

Edgewood, KY. 41017
(606) 341-0036
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INNOVA'SVIPER and LIGHTNING‘S STEALTH

“The Viper is so stable it takes some
getting used to. Good distance at high
speed. A great low—flying wind
penetrator. I thinkit’s more stable than
a Scorpion. The only way I can get a lot
of distance is to release with anhyzer
and plenty of snap.”

Bill Stoufer

“I’ve got the first run Viper with the
Innova hotstamp. I really like it. As I
beat it up, it’s slowly becoming less
overstable. I throwit with anhyzer, and
lots of Z’s. It’s great for holes thathook
left. This is not a disc for amateurs. It’s
a technique disc, and if you don’t throw
it right, you'll get into trouble. The
Viper stamp mold doesn’t seem to be as
overstable as the first run.”

Tom Lander

‘The Viper is like a long distance Roc
because it flies like a Roc. It’s stable.
It’s got the distance of a Scorpion, and
some people will tell you it goes farther.”

Terry Batten

“The Viper is a real overstable disc.
It’s a fast flier that’s good into the wind
becauseit won’t turn over. It’s a smaller
version of the Scorpion. The way the
rim is built is very comfortable in my
hand."

Clint Ferneau

“I can throw a Viper farther than
anything,even farther than a Scorpion.
The size makes it a lot easier to throw.
23+ centimeter discs are harder to
throw. The smaller size, yet
overstabilitycan make it a difiicult disc
to throw for an advanced player. It
requires a lot of snap. Throw it hard

Hemmn HillPAnk
I

I989 . . . $400 Cksll Punse
1990 . . . $900 Cash Pm:

and it goes a long way...Boom!"
Craig Gangloff

“The Viper puts you ahead of
those who don’t have a Viper. I’ve won
some skins because of this disc!
Currently, it’s the best distance disc. It
goes farther and is a bit easier for me to
master than theScorpion.”

Theo “Sunny” Cade

“I really like the feel of theViper and
it’s great into the wind. It’s extremely
stable, and a great distance disc. I’ll
probably really like it when I can learn
to fly it flat. It comes in some neat
colors too.”

Chuck Custer

‘The Viper is the most stable thingI’ve
ever thrown in my life. It’s almost too
stable...it’s a total power disc. It’s
definitely not for your average player
because so much wrist snap and arm
speed must be used. It’s not for people
who can only throw 350’. This disc was
made to go 400-500’. It looks like the
Scorpion, but the Scorpion has extra
carry...it flattens out and glides more.
The Viper won’t flatten out. It’s like a
baby Phenix. I think the Viper could
break theworld distance record.”

Brent Hambrick

“Like the press release says, the
Stealth is an excellent disc. For
beginners especially, it’s probably the
easiest driver to throwin a straight line.
It's similarto a lighter Eclipse, but won’t
hyzer off as much. It’s also similar to a
Spitfire, but will go farther and faster.
It’s a good, long, low flier.”

Tom Monroe

[x).=.

“The Stealth is probably the fastest
disc Lightning Discs has ever made.
Because it’s so quick out of your hand, it
gives someone without a strong arm an
advantage. You’re not going to throw a
Hornet or Viper 350’ and keep it 15’ of?
the ground...they’lljust die. Steve has
made a disc thatwill do this. It is also
an excellent long roller. It stays
straight, thenfinallytopples over.”

Jim Oates

“I am throwing a 153g Stealth for
anhyzer turnover shots. It’s very
overstable for its weight. It glides a
long, long way. I throw heavier weights
for longer distances. The grip rings
inside I really love. Surprisingly, I
haven’t broken any because I’ve
whacked a few trees. I’m a Lightning
distributor and I’ve never had a person
return a broken disc.”

Vince Gardner

‘”I'he Stealth is a very long distance
disc, but I can’t control it as much as a

Scorpion or Tracer. I have a light
Stealth for slices (turnovers). I can
throw a Stealth farther than a Scorpion.
The inside grip rings feel great."

Todd Clough
“The Stealth keeps the line I want

and is very true. It’s so durable even
though I beat the hell out of it. I use it
on long holes where I don’t need a hard
hook at the end. I also use it as a long
roller on S-shaped holes. It’s an
excellent roller.”

Jim Orum

“The Stealth for me is not stable
enough but it’s a very straight flying

disc. Once you put a lot of torque on it,
it will turn over. I need a more
overstable disc. I throw Tracers. If you
release the Stealth at the right angle
though, they’llgo forever. It’s a very far
flyingdisc. It’s similar to a Spitfire, but
not as stable. They remind me of an
Eclipse. With the right angle of release,
they’llgo fartherthananything.”

Jeff Witt

“The Stealth is a real stable flier. I
like it for anything inside of 275’, but I
can get it to go 350’. It doesn’t have the
lift of a Shadow, but it penetrates the
wind well. It doesn’t turn over. I really
like the inside grip rings. I wish other
discs had them.”

Don Kirkham

“When my Stealth was brand new I
really liked it. But after it saw some
rough land, it got beat up quickly, and
started turning over easily. When it was
new, it really glided. When Vipers are
new they fly really nice and straight.
Our course was built on a landfill, so
unfortunately,all discs get beat up bad.”

Steve Kornmuller

“The Stealth is hot. I really like it.
It’s an excellent long range dependable
disc that takes a beating and stays
stable. It’s gotten rave reviews here in
Shreveport.”

Kenny Williams
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RED’S TIPS FOR PERFECT PRACTICE

by Red Whittington
Disc golf is certainly the ultimate

contest of you against yourself. The
ideas in this article have improved my
game considerably, and I hope that
these suggestions will improve your
game and increase your enjoyment of
disc golf.

Establishing good practice habits is
crucial to developing the foundation of
your golf game. Remember, practice
doesn't make perfect, only perfect
practice makes perfect. Make it a habit
to set aside a few minutes each time you
play disc golf to work on aspects of your
game that need improvement. To
improve your game the quickest,
tournament play is the way to go. There
is a world of difference in how you
respond to pressure situations during
competition as opposed to how you react
when you are playing a casual round.

Becoming “tournament tough”
through experience with handling
pressure will diminish the gap between
how you perform during practice and
competition. It can be frustrating to
miss short putts during competition,
especially when last week during
practice you could hit everythingwithin
thirty feet. Exposure to a variety of
styles during competition is a great
asset for the developing disc golfer.

Everyone loves to win, but a true
champion must learn to love the
struggle and challenge thatoccur during
competition. A key to my success as a
competitor has been to focus on the
journey rather than the destination.
Savoring the moment of every
performance is something to be fully
experienced and enjoyed. When I am
totally immersed in the present, I
naturally feel more in control and
positive. When I allow myself to become
more concerned with ' results, I
automaticallybecome more anxious and
tense. Many things occur in golf that
are beyondyour control, such as wind or
rain. You can take control of the
situation rather than letting the
situation control you.

In realizing I am the toughest
opponent I don’t concern myselfwithmy
competitors. Negative emotions can be
triggered by missing short putts, making
stupid mistakes, bad playing conditions,
course design or annoying opponents.
Taking full responsibilityfor your
actions without blaming other players
will help control your destiny as a
competitor.

Disc golf continually presents
problems and your emotional response
to these obstacles will determine your
success as a competitor. Pressure is
somethingyou can create and you can
control it by knowing pressure is a
product of your imagination. Viewing
problems as a challenge rather than a
threat can minimize pressure, and
confidence can counter the negative
feelings a bad round of disc golf may
produce. You can’t always control the
way you feel, but you are always in
control of the way you look and this can

trigger the feeling of confidence.
Imagine you have the physical
appearance of a champion regardless of
how you feel.

What do top golfers have in common?
They use a very deliberate and stylized
routine for consistency. I have adopted
other players’ techniques and
incorporated them into my personal
style. Putting used to be my Achilles’
heel. Overcoming this and turning it
into an asset was possible only through
many hours of perfect practice.

To become a consistent putter, you
must sacrifice time that would be more
enjoyably spent playing a round of disc
golf. Concentrate on making putts
within 30 feet before working on the
longer ones. Perfect practice should
simulate competition and allow you to
recreate the proper mental and physical
response in pressure situations.

Practicingwith only one putter is
more like real competition, and breaks
the monotony and fatigue associated
with banging several putts before
retrieving my discs. I don’t get as many
putts per session this way, but have
increased my putting percentage
dramatically. By falling into my putting
routine, I am able to recreate the feeling
of calmness I experience during practice.
I have become a “teflon putter,” and
don’t allow other players’
disappointments to affect me when they
gack theirputts.

When I putt during competition, I
take a few deep breaths while
approaching my marker, and adjust my
stance while I keep my eyes on the
ground. This allows a few seconds to
direct my attention inward and to
abandon the past and future, totally
immersing myself into the “eternal
now.” Once comfortable with my stance,
my focus and attention are directed
outward toward the target. By
maintaining unbroken visual contact
with the target, I find I am able to focus
my concentration more intensely. Next,
I start a series of putting motions that
reflect the rhythm and power of the
actual putt. The movements jog my
muscle memory and help me relax. I
release the disc when my attention is
focused as clear as my intention is
aimed.

Many new players attempt to
increase their distance by trying to
throw harder and stronger. Focusing on

good technique and smoothnesscan
increase your distance without
sacrificingaccuracy. Develop a strategy
when you golf that takes into
consideration your limitations but is
realistic about your distance
capabilities.

I have improved my drive by
concentrating on creating maximum
spin. I have developed a smooth swing
and powerful wrist snap. I use a power
grip variation with three fingers curled
into the rim withmy index finger on the
edge of the rim for control. This may
feel awkward at first, but you will have
a more positive grip that imparts more
spin. Everyone’s hand is different so it
is important to experiment to find an
effective and comfortable grip.

The “X” step is an important element
of my drive. If you are right handed,
take a couple of smoothdeliberate steps
while facing the target sideways. Cross
your left foot behind and beyond your
right. Your leg position will resemble an
“X.” Now step toward the basket with
your right foot as you release the disc.
The “X” step allows maximum hip
rotation, which is where most power
originates.

Anhyzer shots used to be difficult for
me until I asked “Crazy” John Brooks
for advice. “Craz” suggested that I
envision an “X” on the tee. For anhyzer
and roller shots, approach the tee at a
‘diagonal angle starting from the right
side and release the disc on the left side.
For hyzer shots, do the opposite and
approach the tee from the left side and
release the disc on the right side of the
tee. Do the opposite if you are left-
handed.

Lining up the shot is very important for
accuracy. I have observed 1989 World
Champion Steve Wisecup line up his
shots by fully extending the arm to eye
level while holding the disc at the
intended hyzer angle. After playing a
few practice rounds withSteve, I noticed
I was lining up my shots like he did.
With my arm fully extended, I line up
the basket or a vertical object and use
the disc to calibrate the horizontal
plane.

Now that I have a precise focal point
to aim for, accuracynaturallyfollows. It
is difficult to maintain unbroken visual
contactwith the target, and I have found
it requires a conscious effort to
rememberto bring your eyes back to the
target upon the release. Keeping your
eyes on the target will help you stay
mentally on target. Remember to
always aim beyond obstacles and
concentrate on what you want to hit
rather what you want to avoid.
Smoothnessand minimal head and body
rotation helps accurate short and
medium shots.

Familiaritywith disc golf rules is
very important for the developing disc
golfer. Courtesy is the most important
aspect of disc golf and is crucial to make
disc golf enjoyable for everyone. As the
PDGA rules state:

801.01 Conduct of players. Courtesy.
Players should take care not to produce
any distracting noises or any potential
visual distractions for other players who
are throwing. Examples of discourteous
actions are yelling, freestyling, slapping
course equipment, throwingout of turn,
throwing or kicking golf bags, and
advancingbeyondthe away player.

804.05. Disqualification and
suspension. 1) Unsportsmanlike
conduct detrimental to the future and
image of the sport such as loud cursing,
throwing things in anger, or overt
rudeness to anyone present. 2) Willful
and overt destruction or abuse of plant
life, course hardware, or any other part
of the course or park.

For a more detailed explanation of
some of the principles in this article, I
highly recommend “Mental Toughness
Training for Sports” by James E. Loehr
and “Mind Mastery for Winning Golf’ by
Robert Rotella and Linda K. Bunker. II

Red Whittington is the current PDGA
Master's World Champion and lives in
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PERU: INDIANA'S PIONEERS OF DISC GOLF

w

Wood 9...: course installed in 1983, poleholes installed in
1986, wmrete tee pads and alternate basket placements installed in
1987. All design, construction, installation, improvements, and

donatedby Peru Disc Golfclub. -

!)o%orc KevinMills,BillJohnston,Herbsalsz, Mike Mavrick
.

A

&am,ABamPier
Cosn~ael"ro:PemDiseGolfClub
Locatimi and Info: Directions from Indianapolis: US 31 North
approximately 75 miles to Peru exit (Buisness 31). 2 miles to "T"
intssection, turn right to center of-town. Turnright on Broadway,cross
Wabash River. Parkentrance on right at top of hill. Course parking
past softballdiamondat bottom ofhill.
Course Length: "A"course-4577 it; "B" course-4920 it.
Tournamentrecords: "A"39 (SteveWisecup, 1989);
*3” 43 (DavidGreenwell,1990)

by Allen Pier and Ken Brown

This story is not only about the
MaconaquahParkcourse, but also about
the Hoosier State’s oldest disc golf
community. Peru is a town of 15,000 on
the banks of the Wabash River, and the
home of the Circus City Disc Golf Open,
along with the World’s Largest Amateur
Circus and Circus Museum. In theearly
1920's, the world's biggest circuses used
Peru for their winter quarters. Many
performers made Peru their home and
began assembling the amateur circus in
the late 1950’s. Now the world-
renowned Circus City Festival takes
place the third week of July, and the
Circus City parade is the second largest
in the state afier the Indy 500 parade.

In the fall of 1977, the owner of the

 
Peru KOA Campground bought three
disc golf courses in a package deal. One
course was installed in the Lafayette
KOA Campground and removed a few
years later. Another was installed and
remains at the S & H Campground east
of Indianapolis. The Peru KOA now has
a new name (Jellystone Park) and
owner, but thecourse is exactlyas it was
in 1977! The course is located in thick
woods 1/4 mile ofl‘ any road. Holes are
extremely tight and short with many
hills. The baskets are in immaculate
shape withinner chains added thisyear.

The last pro tourney was held in
1986, and Steve Wisecup set the course
record of 44. For a time warp backwards
in disc golfhistory, join us for thisyear’s
Peru Fall Series on this well-preserved
course.

In 1984, thedirectors of Mississinewa

OCTAD 1 992
Since 1974

Lower PerkiomenValley Park
OAKS, PENNSYLVANIA

Saturday May 23
8:00-8:30

9:00-12:00
12:30-3:00
3:30-6:00
6:30-8:00

8:00
Sunday May 24

8:00-12:00
12:30-3:30
3:30-6:30
6:30- 7:30

8:00
Overall

S.

Disc Golf only
(PDGA sponsored)
Men Pro $25
MasterPro $20
Women Pro 20
Advanced 15
Amateur $10
Junior 35

$45
$40
$40
$35
$30
$15

Registration
Disc Golf #1
Disc Golf #2
Disc Golf #3
Open Pro Men Final 9
Awards

GUTS
MTA
Distance
Free Style
Awards

Individual Events
(includes Disc Golf)

$10

Pre-registered overall players get players package
| consisting of T-shirt & disc

Day of event overall players only get a T-shirt.
Send to: FrankE. Senk Jr.

583 TinsmithWay
Lansdale, PA 19446
(215)361-7699 (evenings)|_|_x\.r*,- xv

Reservoir State Park Recreation Area
heard about disc golf and contacted our
club to help themwith a disc golf course
at this facility,located 7 miles southeast
of Peru. Bill Johnston, the longest arm
in town, felt confined on the two existing
courses, so he designed a long and
demanding 5700 ft. course which was
installed by the Indiana Department of
Natural Resources in 1985. It still plays
tough today, and any score under par is
a good score. Its combinationof wooded
and open fairways keeps you in the
rough, and we do mean rough!

In 1983 the Peru Disc Golf Club was
formed. The club has grown from six
original members to 55 last year. In
1983, we tried to get the City to buy
poleholes for a new course in
Maconaquah Park. The council was
unsure that this course would get a lot
of play, especially with the KOA course
outside of town. They recommended a
wood post course, so we went to work.
After clearing much underbrush, small
trees and stumps, we finally got the
course in playable condition. We found
400 golf balls in the woods near the ball
golf course. These woods were so thick
thatgolfers wouldn’t even look for their
golfballs. These woods are now Holes 2-
4 on the disc golfcourse!

V ..

I

A view ofhole #18 from the creek guarding it. JeffHarper lakes

difliculty. You feel good if you par both
these holes. The other holes are
deuceable, but basket placements on
hillsides and an OB creek and road on
Hole 6 make themtricky.

If you can get through the first six at
one to three under par, you’re starting
on theright track. The next six holes (7-
12) on the west side of Park Drive are
the “birdie alley” part of the course.
Every hole is reachable for the average
player, but they are tricky. A large
drop-ofi' of about 60 feet runs along the
right side of Holes 9 and 10 and also
behindHole 10.

Hole 11 has the only mandatory on
the course, with a sharp right turn on
“A” course and a more gentle right turn
on “B” course. Hole 12 is a unique hole
that plays downhill with a creek behind
the basket. After Hole 12, you walk
across a playground and uphill to reach
the third part of the course. The last six
holes are more open withgrass fairways
and many pine and spruce trees. Holes
13-16 can be reached with air shots as
well as rollers.

Hole 15 “A” and “B” is one of the
tougher holes on the course. After the
leaves fall off the trees, you can see the
entire city from the elevated tee. Hole
16 is a great hole, referred to as the

  its
his thirdshot

after his drive landed in the water. photo by Dave Sullins

After clearing, improving, and
playing this course for three years, the
City finally bought us the poleholes.
With the new disc technology, we

lengthened the course as much as we
could. I agree with John Houck about
long courses, but we only could use the
land available to us. The next spring,
the Mayor wrote in the Peru Tribune
that disc golf had taken off beyond the
council’s wildest dreams. He witnessed
about 60 people playing disc golf on a

spring day. That helped, because the
next year we got more money for
concrete tee pads and alternate basket
placements. “Disc golf‘ became
household words in Peru. The Peru
Parks Department donated a storage
room in a shelter house to use as a
clubhouse.

The Maconaquah Park course is
divided into three parts. The first six
holes on the east side of Park Drive are

very demanding and set the tone for
your round of golf. Hole 2 plays uphill
with the ball golf course out of bounds
on the lefiz. Hole 4 is the most critical
drive on the course, with a 15-foot wide
tunnel shot through thick woods. Both
holes are about 300 feet, but play much
longer, considering their degree of

“Hollywood Bowl.” The land is in the
shape of a huge bowl. A softball
diamond is located at one end, and Hole
16 is at the other. The tee is on the top
of one side and “A” basket is 386 feet
away on top of the other side. “B”
basket is a little to the lefi tucked in the
middle of several 80 foot tall blue spruce
trees. With the softball stands facing
the hole, you have a large audience for
your shot during the summer months,
especially since many disc golfers also
play softball. During a tournament a
few years ago, Chris Walsh of Louisville,
KY threw a lefi-handed hyzer shot over
the ballfield for the only ace ever on the
blind shot “B” course.

Hole 18 changes more from “A” to “B”
course than any hole on the course. “A”
course is 306 feet with the basket on a

peninsula. The creek wraps around the
front, left side, and back of the hole.
Course “B” is 430 feet turning to the
right. The hole crosses the creek twice
withwoods guarding theright side.

Our club has hosted many pro
tourneys, with the 1987 World Cup as
the highlight. (120 pros) This year we
are expecting anotherbig turnout as the
Circus City Open added to the CanAm
series. We host two tourneys per year



 

plus monthly pro-ams, two weekly
random draw best shots, and a weekly
handicap singles league. At one time
last summer the ace funds in the best
shot and singles leagues totalled over
$800. Once last year our Sunday best
shot had 34 players from 3 states. It
starts at 1:00 p.m. and costs $5.

We also have a club championship
every September. Members qualify by
establishing an average at both “A” and
“B” courses at Maconaquah Park. The
format is single elimination match play
using USGA pairings and an 85%
handicap. The first 3 rounds are played
on “A” course, with semis and finals on
“B” course. You have a week to play
your match, and it takes five weeks to
play, with the winner receiving $100
and second place $50. A Masters player
has won 5 out of the last 6 years! 1991’s
Club champ is Archie Archuleta, who
also makes some of the best disc golf
trophies ever.

We also host a king-of-the-courses
tourney twice a year, consisting of one
round on each of the three courses. Last
year’s kings were Speedy Guerrero and
Mike Mavrick.

Peru community merchants have
beenvery good to thePeru disc golfclub.
We have been sponsored with cash and
merchandise from over 125 businesses.
Last year we added $1000 to the Circus
City Open purse.

Disc golf at Maconaquah is also a
family affair, with families and kids
enjoying the course year round. As soon
as it stops snowing, the die hards are
out withpush brooms cleaning the pads.
Peru high school students also use the
course for theirgym classes.

Our second annual hog roast
will be the highlight of the Circus City
Open. Held Saturday night, it is free to
all entrants and their families. So come
to Peru and get a taste of Hoosier
Hospitality at its best. It’ll make you
glad you play the greatest sport on
earth. D

Next Issue:
David King writes on
Tulsa, Oklahoma's

McClure Park 
The Peru Disc GolfClub

Did

    
 H
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BanklickPark

Independence Station Rd.
July 11-12

$29. plus tax, Motel 6, Double
(DeadlineJuly 3, 1992)

Reservations (606)283-0909.
Pr0's, $40., Am’s, $25.

Added Cash $500.
Friday Nite Doubles Saturday Nite Party

  
  
  
    
    

Two new Championship Courses, Video Show
Prizes. Trophies,Club Challenge. Steak Dinner

Putting Contest
Pizza SpecialsMake check or money order

payable to: c/o Doug Aulick
 

  3065 Broolmood DriveDisc-N-Tacky Edgeumd, KY 41017
 

 
 Name

PDGA#
Division: (Circle One) Open,
Women, Master, Senior, Am’s
Address

      
  Be sure to include your entry fee,

for additional information,call me
at (606)341-0036.   

you ever wonder what
the PROS prefer?

The Scorpion is hlgandfastandgoes a long,long way.
A super driver.

. .

The NEWleaderofi’thetee & in more World
Champion'5 bags thanany othero’isc.

The VIPER is the
fastest, most reliable
long driver in any
wind condition.

A 24. Icm disc legal to 200gms. This is a medium
to longrange all-purpose driver& an excellentroller:

This is a great transition disc from beginnerplastic
to high-techgolfdiscs.

Still The Champion's Choice!
I|\ll\|ll|lA-l:HAMPlllI\lmscs, me. 1135 Monticello ct.

Ontario, CA 91761 (7141947-7885



STAY ON TOP
WITH THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN

LEADER IN DISC SPORTS
Call to Order

1-800-321-8833

Specialty Discs & T-Shirts
Free Alternative Sports Catalog

Event Information

The 15th Grateful Disc Frisbee Festival
May 2-3 - GOLF, DDC, MTA

$500 Prize MoneyCollege Ultimate Nationals
May 25-27 CSU Campus

U.S. Open Flying Disc Championships
July 19-26 - 7—Events
$15,000 Prize Money

wereHT
LIFE

1/M‘a-lat/in.9a/‘fir&' FM/431!if/no /987
200 Linden - Fort Collins

Colorado 80524
(303) 484-6932

DISC GOLF DISC LTD“ANNOUNCES
THE NEW LINE FOR '91/'92 - new Pro Drivers combinedwith a new
Approach and Putter Roller.
The D.G.A. in cooperation with Innova Champion Discs has developed a line of almost
identical discs and has taken the most popular Pro drivers and combinedthem with the
most popular roller and putter Hi Tec discs. The new line will be based on the new
professional model for Discs #1 and #2, and on the "StingrayT”"‘#4 and #5. The discs look
the same, feel the same but have different flight paths, indicated on the face of each disc.
No more throwingguess work!!!

G01!‘0’

i. ...»°Itivi.'~
overstaole almost stable stable to under ble Down wind
best up wind No wind max throw under ble Haize ri Approach

di nce di on the ivei an ex l rig down wind Down wi max 5 the best‘ in ' putter
discirc : arice .a! goes where throw oriver or all we have e t rown
vou aim l acri Putts from ‘fly in*"wind appro

individual DISCS S8 50 each plus $2.00 postage and handling
plus 7 1 4% sales tax '‘ California ioroer by number

ORDER YOUR SET NOW 8: WIN IN '91 WITH THE PRO LINE
SPECIAL OFFER All 4 Discs for S30 00 o as 53 CC postage a‘c "ace cg

plus 7 1 4% sales tax r Ca ‘etc a
©Disc Golf Disc Ltd. '89 - «US Fa! 8‘ -155829‘

' Steady Ed 001' Announces
"The Return of theGUMBPUTT“"'

By player demand, Innova Champion Discs and Disc Golf Discs LTDare
pleased to announce the return of the Gumbputt” with design improvements
by Dave Dunnipace and the original material by "Steady" Ed. This Putter” is
still the best available in the world, plus it is now a great approch discl Fifty foot
putts are now a reality. The exotic material hasn't changed and many
Gumbputtl“ have been in continuous use for the past six years.

Note: Due to the high cost of material and the slow running time, the selling
price is a little higher than discs made of regular plastic, however they are well
worth the investment (terms availableupon request).

Don't forget your Gumbputtl“ can give you years of service and is the ony
disc thatwill erase throwsfrom your scorecard!

Pay now/Flylater. Comes w/patented carrying case (Ziploc Bag)
Suggested Retail $20.00 (Includes shipping/handling)

DISC GOLF ASSOCIATION
3888 Hill Road, Lakeport, CA 95453 ° (707) 263-6304

$\NlElb$‘4V7;}?
i

Sunshine 1'ravel is again proud to be a sponsor of
the 1992 Can Am Disc Golf Series. As we did last year,
our agency selects a hotel within proximity of the courses
and negotiates lower room rates for the players. We then
contribute commission dollars to the purse money.

Our thanks go out to the many people who supported this
program and used our service for the 1991 series. Because
of their support we were able to contribute approximately
$2,500 to the Can Am purse! We are hoping to double this
thisyear but we need your support.

Our toll free Disc Hotline enables golfers and spectators
worldwide to contact us for their discounted reservations.
The number is 1-800-325-8410. Our agents can answer

your questions and help you with your travel needs.

3074 Walton Boulevard/Rochester Hills.MI 48309fl‘elephone(313) 375-2700
Toll Free 1-800-325-8410

SELL A DISC GOLF COURSE...
EARN A 10% COMMISSION!

"Every new course brings more players and
tournaments to your area. More players means

increased disc sales for your club. We need new
golf courses for the survival of our sport and it is

our obligation to amateurs."
ED HEADRICK, #001

"For the amount of land used, the low cost to
develop, all the useage, the healthful exercise and
benefits they bring. our Frisbee3/DiscGolf courses
are among the most popular and cost effective
recreational activities."
JOHN BRADY
Hamilton County
Cincinnati. Ohio

Parks District, Director

Call or Write for your
FREE SALES KIT TODAY!

DISC GOLF ASSOCIATION
3888 Hill Road

Lakeport, CA 95453
[707] 263-6304

All kits include: Promotional Letters, Current Disc Go/fer
and Disc GolfJournal, Design Suggestions, Price Sheet,
DGA Discs Information, Course Directory, Rules Book and

PDGAApplication Form
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The Indy Disc GolfClub
announces the

1992 WorldAmateur Disc Golf
Championships!

Invitations to the PDGA Am Worlds
will be issued to only active PDGA
members. These invitations will be a
collector’s item and will be issued on
parchment paper.

Three courses will be used in the
tournament. Washington Park’s East
permanent course (5265’) features open
rolling hills, scattered trees, and well-
groomed fairways. This course
challenges the finesse drive. The
Washington Park West temporary
course (6000’) features more bushes and
trees, and the new permanent Brookside
Park course (5513’) has hills with trees
bordering a creek on one side of almost
every hole to challenge accuracy. There
are also a few cliff shots and more

anhyzer shots for right-handers. The
poleholes in Brookside Park are
installed, and potential Worlds
participants are encouraged to come out
and practice.

Ed Headrick has donated 2 DGA
baskets, and will attend the tournament
as well. Doug Theis has produced a
tournament management computer
program for registration and scoring.
The tournament is seeking more media
coverage and spectators, and is doing a
lot of work just to get people to come out
and watch.

The Indy Disc Golf Club also sends a

message out to European, Australian,
and Asian amateurs to participate in
thisyear’s event.

Registration for the Worlds opens
11:00 a.m on Wednesday, July 22nd and
closes at 7:00 p.m. A mandatory players’
meeting is at the tournament hotel, the

1 992
Will Rogers Open

May 2-3, 1992

Will Rogers Park
Oklahoma City, OK

Masters / Pro Women- $32
Advanced- $27
Amateur- $22
Am Women / Juniors $12

4 rounds of 18 holes
Pros Register 7:30-8:30 Sat. Morning

and tee off at 9:00
Ams Register 7:30-11:00

and tee off at 11:30
100% payback less $2 PDGA fee

“This is the 2nd oldest tournament
in Oklahoma, so pre-register

early -over 100 players last year!”
F.F.l.

Tim Wiederkehr
(214) 492-6782

   
Holiday Inn East at 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday. There will be two rounds of
play on Thursday through Saturday
before the final cut and championship
round.

On Thursday, a mini golf course will
be set up at S & I-I Campgrounds. On
Friday night, the hotel will host a swap
meet at 7:00 p.m. Tables are $10; call
T.D. Jerry Suiter for more info.

The new Amateur guidelines will also
be adopted with one man and one
woman crowned from the amateur ranks
instead of multiple classifications.
Indianapolis is prepared to welcome the
world’s best amateur disc golfers!

The Discraft Marauder is a 22.4 cm
disc legal to 184 g. The Marauder is in
the Tracer/Shadowgenre, but with a
different outside edge. It flies a little
slower, but has more glide. lt’s a high
speed stable, low speed overstable disc.
The Marauder should be thrown higher
than the Tracer and lower than the
Shadow. Jim Kenner recently told us,
“We’re getting very good reports on the
disc. People are telling us they’re
hitting holes they weren’t able to hit
before.”

John Houck informed Disc GolfJournal
that Austin, TX Zilker Park’s monthly
tournament (Big Fun #51) set a new
attendance record... 129 entrants!

Jim Davis of Austin, TX won Waco
TX’s first disc golf tournament. 38
people played on the temporary course.
Afterwards, city officials expressed an
interest in installing a permanent
course.

1992
,McClure Open P

June 20-21, 1992

McClure Park,Tulsa,OK
Open— 337
Masters-$32
Pro Women- $27
Advanced-$22
Ama’reur— $17
Novice / Am Women-S10

Pros Register: 8-9 a.m. Sat. Morning
Pro Flight: 9:30

Ams Register: 8-1 1:30 a.m. Sat.MorningAm Flight: 12: 0 p.m.
l0O% paybackless 32 PDGA fee

“Come and play Oklahoma's
most beautifulcourse”

F.F.I.
Tim Wiederkehr
(214) 492-6782

.2,.,5_..,...g .....;s., . t . . . ..

Lin Shiu-Ming, Vice-Chairman of the
Republic of China Flying Disc
Association, hopes to have close to 750
people attend the World’s Biggest Disc
Golf Tournament in Taiwan. The event
will be held at a large water park.

ProfessionalDisc GolfTour Incorporated (P.T.I.) Update 3/24/92
Who: William P. Boylan

BoylanFamilyFarms, Inc. (President)
PDGA MarketingDirector
TD-LaurelSprings Open
B.A. in Political Science-FurmanUniversity

James S. Parrish
Charlotte, N.C. AmateurAthletics,Inc. (President)
B.A. in Sports Marketing-FurmanUniversity
M.A. in Physical Education-FurmanUniversity
M.S.A.D. in Sports Administration-OhioUniversity

P.T.I. Board of Advisors;
Doug Aulick, Ed Headrick, John Houck, Chuck Kennedy,

Leonard Muise, Rick Rothstein, Duane Utech.

What: A sponsorship corporation founded to coordinate a national sponsor search
for disc golf,
Where: P.T.I. is headquartered in Greenville, S.C. (803-234-1070). We envision
national, regional, and local sponsor involvement.
When: P.T.I. was formed in 1991. Potential sponsor assistance would be 1993/1994
at the earliest.
Why: To open a dialogue with corporate America. To determine the marketability
of disc golf and eventually secure financial commitments.
How: During January 1992, P.T.l. changed its strategy. Our original idea of
sponsoring/highlighting10-15 events to make them more attractive to sponsors was
determined inefficient and unnecessary. Our new immediate strategy is to
diligently work on a one hour presentation to be taken directly to the sports
marketingoffices of potential sponsors in an effort to “sell” our sport. 90% of our
work is going to be research oriented: how-do sponsors spend money, and what does
disc golf have to offer them? Bill and Jim will be travelling around the country,
soliciting sponsors, and gaining valuable experience thatwill benefitall of disc golf.
At this point, Bill’s major concern is the support of the PDGA Board of Directors.
“Before we spend months of research time, we need a firm commitment from them
lPDGA].”
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Bern Gurten. Switlerland
‘I'D: Urs Handte
0901136)
1 Christian Voight ......4-B ....51...50 ..30...l79
2 Jefllilount ...5l ....53...49
3 Mikkolinakao...
4 Michael Kobello

.......31
5 Andy Schneiter. ....49...54..33...189
6 Stephan Muller.

.........159
7 Oliver ....53...52.

.

7 Karsten Penner
.......55 ....54...51

.........160
“Haters and Women's results were not submitted

Lnwton0pen Jan4,1fl2

  

 
 

 

Lawton, OK (GreetPark)
TD:Tim WiederkehrField:66 Purse:$645
0pea(l1)
1 Clint McClellan

.......4l ....41...19..101 ......... $170
2 MarkVa.sieek.... ....40...20..101...
3 Jefll-lomburg $52.50
3 Mitch McClellan ...39...22..102. $52.50
IasteI'I(9)
1 Brad Stone

.............
..42 ....41...22 ..105

......... $100
2 Brent Edwards.........41 ....42...23..106

............ $50
Weman(2)
1 PaulaEck1'wardy....54...27..135............ $40
Advaneed(14)
1 MarkOchoa

...... ..99
2 Robert ..104
3 DarylJohnson

........
..42....42...22..106

Amteur(21)
1 TJ. Montgomery ....43...20 ..108
2 Craig Ramsey ...47 ....43...22 ..112
2 Bill Lattimore... 46....43...23..112
2 Donnie Butler

........
..42....43...27..112

AmateurWomen(3)
1 Christina Butler ......52 ....54...28 ..134

llOrlandoCrosstown Classic
Jul 11 l 12. 1%
Orlando. FL (UCF, Gordon Barnett, Turkey
lakeParks)
11): David Elliott Field:41 Pursez?

 

 
 

 

Opcnus)
1 Ken Climo ....183
2 Steve Slasor 191
2 C.R Willey ....l91
Iasterl(3)
1 Marshall Scribner....210
Wmenu)
1 Michelle Murwin
Amteur 1(7)
1 Joe Pebbler....
2 Rick
2 Steve Belliveau.
A;;t3irI1(15)
1Rick Wright
2ChIia Blanton..
3llidiardDavis

........
..224

Yose's lee Bowl I3 Jan 19, 1992
Canyonville,Or (Stanton Park)
‘I'D: Steven Wright Field: 31
0pen(6)
1 Steven Wright........22 ....24...27 ..31...1o4
2 Garylielvig...........27...106
Amteui-(5)
1 Paul Denton

...........
..28 ....26...3l ..29...114

Nevlee(1l)
1 BillPfea.................28 ..30...120
2 Mikeconloge 27 ....27...33..34...l21
3 Jimsmith.............34....29...36..33...132 
IkAannalF1-eeae-BeeGolfClaasic
JOIN”
F&'&.VA(Buther!erdPark)
‘l'D:lhveSteprF'ield:34Purse:$180
Ora-(15)
1
2 Crai¢Gan¢loll‘.
3 lldllvans........

Wsmdl)
1 Sandy Steger............67
A-dsII(16)

 

 
C%.0E(Woeda'adMoundPark)
'1‘D:BdEerhertl7ie|d:25Purse:S34o.75
AeuDmBay|—O13,D¢veSwifH14

  
Opdfl)
1 Xiiltf. -..50..127............ S94
2 lavinstewart.........129
Inn-(4)
l Dan Bayleu..........".56 ....53 38 -136

............ $70
Wsmndl)
1 TutKeith

............59.........119 ........... $17
Amour1(4)
-1 HitchMcKalvey.......54-135
Amen:ll(3)_
1 l’ulDuln1Iit.........63..150
AmWsmdl)
1 TammyVon Urban..75 ....71 .........146
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8rd Annual Rio Rancho Open
Feb 8 & 9, 1992
Rio Rancho, NM(VistaHillsPark)
TD:Greg Finch 1"ield:l5 Purse:$200
0pen(2)
1 Sherm Haworth

.....
..45 ..47...193..... $30

Maste1's(6)
1 Geofl‘1-[ungerfo1~d.....49....49...53..47...198..... $60
2 Greg Finch

...............48 ....51...5O $4-0
Wo1nen(2)
1 KailiMiller

...........63 ....61...65 $30
Advanoed(5)
1 Emie Gonzales

........52
AmateIu(7)
1 Danny Estrada
2 Bob Eddens  
1st Annual Crosstown Am Classlc(1stlet)
Feb 15 I 10, 1&2
Melbourne, FL
'l'D:Ed Aviles Field: 9
Advaneed(5)
1 Steve Bellivieu

.......
..211

Amateul(4)
1 Tom Fuchs

...............216
latAnnual Crosstown Am Classic(2ndleg)
Feb 22 £23, 1992

 

 

 
 

Rockledge, FL
‘I'D: Ed Aviles Field: 19
Advaneed(7)
1 John Brisooe

...........
..55 ..51...213

2 Steve Belliveau
........56 ....55...55 ..50...216

Am.nteIlI'(l2)
1 Rusty DeBo1d

.........
..54

2 David Cox.
.. ....57...56

3 Andy Herbst ....57...59
Over-all Champions:
Advanced
1 Steve Belliveau

......
..427

2 Bernie Hoffman
..... ..437

Amateur
1 Doug Heuer

...........480
2 Greg Jonas ......493

1992 Florida'l‘ripleCrown (Log I1)
Feb 15 I 16, 192
Orlando, FL (Gordon Barnett Park)
TD:Bob Icwis Field: 64 Purse: $2400
Ace: John Andrews #12, S25
Open(39)
1 ....47...47..50...191.. $300
2 48....49...45.. $225
3 ....47...47 ..48...193

.. $175
4 ....49...-16 ..49...194

..
$137

4 ....51...45 ..50...194
..

$137
6 ....52...47 ..51...196 .. $102
6 ....48...50..52...196

.. $102
8 ....52...46 ..52...198...-- $72
8 $72
Masterl(19)
1 Tom Monroe ..........48 ....48...47 ..51...194

..
$250

2 Steve Slasor ..49 ....51...45 ..50...195
..

$175
3 Mark McKinney. ..46 ....51...48

.. $100
4 Bob Harris..............

..47 $70
Womens(6)
1 Roxanne Spencer.....61 $125
2 SilviaVoakes ...........57 ....68...6l 575

14thAnnual Bud Light Wintertime Open
Feb 15-17. 192
Pasadena,CA (Veteran's/OakGrove Parka)
TD:MarkHorn Field: 162 Purse: $7010

 

 

 

    

1 ....38...52 $1025
2 ...47...52 ..30...176

.. $625
3 ...47...53 ..32...179

.. $425
4 ....49...55 . .. $325
5 . .. $275
6 . ..

$167
6 . .. $1.67
8 . ..

3133
8 Steve Valencia

. .. 3133
8 Bamba Rico. . .. 3133
11 Mike Cloyea. ....45...60. ..

$115
12 Peter Sontag ....5o...54.

..
$110

13 Peter Albers ....49...56
..

$102
13 Marcus Cisne-ms

....
..53 ....49...53 ..

$102
Iastars(32)
1 Kevin Rounds

........ -.
$450

2 Randy Taykr. ..47
. .. $283

2 RobbieWihai ....51...56
. ..

$3
..G...55

..
E

..
$175

._
8150

.......
..171 .313

.......
..176 .3125’

....57...61
.......

..176
..

$150 
1 Christopher Horn
JuniorWomenu)
1 Aimee Reiner ...........62
Amatenr(47)
1 48
2 ...49
3
3 ...50
5 ...51
6 ...52
7
7 53
7
7 53

 
1992 FloridaTripleCrown (2nd Leg)
Febl9&%.1992
Roekledge, FL (RockledgeDisc GolfCourse)
TD:Ed Aviles Field: 52 Purse: $1840
Ace: Joe Gagliardo#11, $25
0pen(33)
1 Ken Climo ........

2 Rick Voakes
..

3 Brad Hammock
3 Bob Lewis

.... ..

5
6
7

 
  
  

C.R. Willey....
Craig Gangloff.

Jefl'Malton
.......

2 Tom Monroe..
3 Glenn Dooner...
Women(5)
1 Roxanne Spenoer.....63

....49
....47...
....51...
....49...

....47...

....52...

....49...858%
8238383
55M

..47...

..47...

..49...

..51...

..52...

..52..

..49...

192 ..

194..
199

..

199
..

200..
.201
.202

198
..

.201
..

.209

.248
..

AlligatorCreek Classic (TripleCrown I3)
l"eb22&23,l992
Clearwater,FL (CliflStevens Park)
TD:C.R. WilleyField: 64 Purse:S2200
Ace: Mark Poulin #14, S25

 

....43
..

.50..

.49..

.47..

1 Tom Monroe..... ..

2 Steve S1asor.. .51..
....52

3 MarkMcKinney.....
..54

Womeus(6)
1 Roxanne Spenoer.....50
2 SylviaVoakes

.........
..61

OverallChampions
Open:
1 Ken Climo

..............
..560

?

??§%?%%%%
3

asssakaax
at P‘ its0:

    
 

3 Rick Voakes
..

4 C.R. Willey .581
5 Jefi‘Malwn .589.

....590

1 Steve Slasor
...........

..592.
2 Tom Monroe.. .593 ..

3 Bob .619
4 MarkMcKinney.....

..621..
Wolnens:
1 RoxanneSpencer..

2 SylviaVoakes
.........

..737.
9-Hole Shootout:
1 Steve Slasor

...........
..23

..$577.50

.3470
$317.50

..$287.50

.$770

.5240
$170

.5235

.3125

..49...

..49...

..47..

..49...

..52...

..49...

..49...

46..53...
50..47...

..52..

177..
182..
186..
187..

.189..
189..
191
192
193

198..
199..
203
203

.207 ..

.227

$220
$170
$150
$115
$115
$90

--.$75
$70

$190
$120
$70
$70

$125
$75

 
2 Rick Voakes

.............25....$75
3 Ken Climo

................26....$50
4 Craig Ganglofi'.........30....$25

ParkPete Open Feb 22 & 23, 1992
Austin, TX (WaterlooPar-k...10holes)
TD:John I-louck Field: 152 Purse:$1035

  
 
 
 
 

 

 

....37...38 ..39...155
..

$120
$90

....37...38..40...156.....$90

....41...38 ..40...159..... $65

....40...41 ..42...159..... $65
..37...160..... $50

...39...38 ..43...160..... $50
..38...39 $50

....42...42 ..38...l62 .. $100

....39...43 $60
$40

Women(5)
1FeleciaBaumgartner.46 ..48...192..... $50
Advanced(3l)
1 Darrell Collier

........
..4l ....4l...45 ..4-0...167

2 Glenn 1-Iardesty.. ..
..44...172

2 Jerry Perez
...... ..46...172

4 RobbinBrown.
..

....45...42 ..42...173
5 Paul Henderson

.. .. ..44...177
6 Dave Laughlin.........47..42...181
AInatelu'(33)
1 ..42...183
2 Scott Petry ..

..48....45...45..45...183
3 Dave Haneline ..51
4 KyleBennett ....46...44..48...l85
5 Slam ....49...47 ..43...186
6 JRArroyo. ....50...45..46...187
7 John Duke... ....48...46..45...188
Am Wolnen(7)
1 Shari Carle

.............
..51 ....50...52 ..51...204

2 Ten-i DiFuocia
........

..54 ..50...204
Novice(19)
1 KyleBeaver..............42 ..47...176
2 David Lawrenoe..

..
..42...189

3 Steve Johnson.
..

....49...49..47...193
3 Chris Jones

............
..45....50...51..47...193

Novice Women(1)
1 Anne Maxim

..........
..90 ....82...79 ..83...334

Ponca City Open-Doubles Mar 1, 1992
Ponca City,OK (Lions Park)
TD:Rick Neil Field: 20 teams Purse: $260
0pen(6 teams)
1 W.1-lartJB.1~1erge1-t .........38 .... .. $60
1 O.Spiers/J.Heaton.......

..38
.... .. $60

Masters(5 teams)
1 R.L.Styles/'l'.Wiederkehr.39

............................
$35

Amateui-Il(4teams)
1 J.Mendoza/C.I-licks

.........
..39

............................
$40

AmateurI(5teams)
1 R.Walker/R.Jons

.............
..39

............................
$30

ATTENTION!
DISC GOLF ORGANIZATIONS

AND TOURNAMENT DIRECTORS

LET US ASSIST IN DESIGNING YOUR
PROMOHOIIIAL PLAYER8 PRIZE PACKAGES

.5’/Ioozizliziiogin
PromotionalItems ofall Kinds

T-SHIRTS
HATS S CAPS
HUGGIES
BUTTONS

GOLF TOWELS
FLIPPY FLYERS

KEY CHAINS
BUMPER STICKERS

BUSINESS CARDS 0 PROGRAMS 0 BROCHURES
PRINTEDMATERIAL OF ALL KINDS

P/-7/ME 7'/ME
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

BUD I-IEARNE #5986
(703)683-7777



A New Fast Flyer!
Very low profile, high—speed distance-driver.

The weight range covers the full spectrum of stability.
Light weights turnover for a slice,

middle weights flystraight and heavy weights willhook.
Grip rings on inside rim make it a great forehand roller.

Weight range: 135-185g
Availablenow in glow-in—thedarkplastic

THE LIGHTNING DISC SQUADRON
; ‘A’ '

All Lightning Discs
an PDGAApproved
for competition and

Guaranteed
Unbreakable.

. ‘F-IIHOMET
A22.tcrn power hook-shot.
Veryprsdictable and over-

. st.ab|e.even'n|owerweight
ranges.RoIslnastrIiaht|ine-
Greatintoatleed-wind.
WtRmoe105-tang-um.

°sPITFlRE
Nurmeronese|lerintheLidlt—
riingUne.Fsstandoverstabto.

— thismaybethebestdisunce
disconthemarket. Upper
weigtitswltlhookimoahew
wind,lighterIveightsl|ystra.ight
lmdfloainwator.
WLRlIgetS—Il5grInts.

°F-VITOIICAT
The lateststraightlirieflyer.

‘
Greattorapredicm:|eturn-
over,ithotdsaslicethrouoh

' 90%olitsitightpatti.Anice

A 22. 1 cm power hook-shot. Very predictable
and overstable, even in lower weight ranges.
Rolls in a straight line. Great into a head-wind.
Wt. Range 183-165 grams.

...Also NEW colors and full wt. range of Rubber
Putters available!!!

backhandroller. This disc will
save right-handers on leltt
hand holes (and vice versa).
WI. Flange 166-131 grams.

-F-15EMI|.£
Bestdisconthemarkettor
beatingaheutwind. Lowpro-
tile,rnassiverirn,extrernety
overstabie. Amusttorthe
powerhookshot. Verydurabie
oonstruetiomaridittioatsin
water.
Wt.Hangel70-Wsqrams.

' F-8 BEARCAT
A low profilewind fighter. This
disc is fast and slightly over sta-

'; 1 ble. A heavy disc will turn left
I

, lor right-handers. a middle

IN STOCK 8: READYTO SHIP!
Call Lightning Discs (214) 328-9017

1402 Corto, Dallas, TX 75218
Lightning Dlscs - Post Office Box 181025 - Dallas, Texas 75218 ~ 214/328-9017

1 weigh! disc will fly straight with
a long glide.
Wt Range 145479 grams

'RUBIERPUT|'fl
AH!-FLEXversionotthe
Texan.SottrriateriaIiseasyto
gfpeveninttierain. Very
windresietantanddurnble.
Floatsinwater.
lIlt.Flangel71-177garns.

0 SI-71ll.AcKBmD
Anewoverstabledriverfieno
trabeaheadwindliienoather

.

G8c.Rohinas1rIfilt|il'Io.A
&'HoI‘|I'n—Hysol"(this¢'5c
W|LLhod()
Wtfiswtes-talcum.

.

'8-11FLVItGFOITRESS
THElongdistanoeborrter(9
1/vdiuneter). Abigdimtor
bigarmszpowerlhrowerswiil
Iikethisorie. Mmterotthe

Thisdiscwill
tuman'S'inlliqht. Lower
weightt|oatsinwater.andit
rnlsiorever.
WLRUQIW5-t95¢|n|s.

'F«600BSAtR
Aoooddrverpopuiartoritsver

lrsstabteinapower
driveandwillhoiditslinetolow
airspeeds. Greattor|or\gdis-
tmcenndappl'oadishots.
winanpteersogmns.

‘X-15
Alowproflle/highspeeddriver
simiIartotheBEARCA‘|’.butnot
asmudrlitt. Thisdiscisgreat
torthe‘tunnelshot'andlow
line dirves. Atavorite tor mu-
ma/ingustirigcroswinds.
WLRange145177gi-ann.

' AT-6 TEXAN
Named atter the legendary ‘Ad-
vanced Trairiefat WWII. This
disc has a tall profileand lower
air speed necessary for ap-
proach shots and putting. very
wind resistam, floats in water.
and is availabiein HI-FLEX ma-
terial for sure putts.
Wt. Range 170177 grams

For further intormation and prices contact Steve Howie at:



Austin, Texas- (512)472-DISC

Specializingin custom discs and accessories
- Lightning, Discraft, Innova,Wham-O and DGA golf discs (featuring the

Gumbputtm) as well as Dynamic Discs’ Super Puppy and Dimple
- Full line of accessories includingWall City”bags,

backpacksand fanny packs
- H.0.T. clothingfor disc golf includingour own Texas Twister tie-dye and

batik t-shirts, and wild Know Wear” golf pants and shorts

- Professional Darts and Accessories
- Retail and Wholesale

West says To order call toll free:
"Disc Golf is H.0.T. in Texas!" (800) 275-DISC

Write or call for your free Disc and Dart Catalog:
Heart of TexasDisc Golf. P.O. Box 684382, Austin, TX 78768-4382 - (800) 275-DISC

s,,b,c,.,-1,,
 THE M.A.C. IS BACK !

 Savezipto 25% 0fi_‘_ I Znd ANNUAL
theSingle 0011:? PriceOf MIDWEST AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIPS

 D I S C 1% Sunday, May 10,1992
Swinney Park - Fort Wayne, IN*3 DIVISIONS

AM — l AM - ll
Trophies - top 3 Trophies- top 3
Prizes to top 1/3 Prizes to top I/2
$15. Entry Fee $10. Entry Fee8

‘ Send 1119 Six 133393 f°'' 513-00 2 ROUNDS or I8 FOR BOTH DIVISIONSlj V (25% Offsmgle0°93’Pncen ' PLAYERS MEETING I0:l5 am TEE on 10:30 am

Send ..

’ elve Issuelgéor £35.00“.8:  I mt-.H____LIaHTs
8

, , ,
V

- First 50 Entrants receive Player's PackagePlease mail my subscription ofDisc GolfJournal to:
, Prize Drawings before’ between & after rounds

- ° C.T.P. Contest both rounds
Mr/Mrs.Ms.

.

'

° Top 4 overall Scores play 6 holes of Skins for prizes
Address

I

City,State Zip

Hug‘e issues a year mailedto your home!

,3 A A river, Stream and a pond along with rolling hills and
‘I Phone
an

Birthdate
ea: many types of trees make thisone of the most beautiful

Offer good only in U.S. Please allow 4-6 weeks for mailingof first issue. Courses in the
In Canada. $22.00; Elsewhere, $25.00, U.S. Currency.

_

-

’ Sega thisfofin to: IF YOU PLAN oN AITENDINGTHE WORLD AMS IN INDY
y DISC GOLF JOURNAL

I

YOU DON I WANT TO MISS THIS TOURNAMENT!
‘

' 1801 Richardson Di-.#6 ; MORE INFO
Urbana, IL 61801 » I

Our Personal Guarantee: Ifyou are not satisfied for any reason with our

magazine, we will refundyour money for all urimailedcopies.
CALVIN TODD (219) 747-0769 RON BROWN (219) 486-6527


